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Abstract 
 
 
 
 
In this project a system was developed that ranks brief answer passages as a response to a 
question. The idea was to build a system that is more refined than simple term matching, yet 
more hospitable, though less refined than direct question answering.  The sentence structure 
of both the query and the candidate answer passages is used to rank answer passages 
according to their likelihood of being of interest to the person who asked the question. 
Grammatical relations instead of conventional parse trees are used to do the matching 
between question and candidate answer and variation generation is used to cope with 
alternative expressions on the surface level.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
 
 
The aim of this project is to develop a system that ranks brief answer passages as a response 
to a query. The idea was to build a system that is more refined than simple term matching, yet 
more hospitable, though less refined than direct question answering.  Sentence structure of 
both the query and the candidate answer passages is used to rank answer passages according 
to their likelihood of being of interest for the person who asked the question. The candidate 
answer passages (hereafter referred to as candidate answers) were limited to be one sentence 
long.  
 
The background of this project is in text retrieval. Conventional text retrieval techniques, 
which do not take structure into account, are not very well suited for the task of finding 
answer passages. Sentence structure is a main clue for finding the right candidate answers. 
Therefore developing a system that makes use of the sentence structures both of the query and 
the candidate answers seems useful. 
 
The following example illustrates problems arising when no structure is taken into account. 
 
Q: Who is the famous cat of Jon? 
 
A1:  Garfield is the famous cat of Jon. 
A2:  Garfield has been running around with Bootsie showing himself 

off as a famous cat of Jon. 
A3:  Odie is the enthusiastic friend of the famous cat of Jon. 
A4:  Whoopie is a famous singer with a cat and friend of Jon. 
 
The first answer (A1) does not seem to pose a problem, simple term-matching would return 
this sentence as the answer and indeed it does answer the question perfectly. Example A2 
shows the first problem. We do not want the name Bootsie as the answer, despite its 
proximity to the keywords that we are looking for. Example A3 shows another problem: 
although it matches the keywords in the question, it does not contain an answer at all. The 
subject in this sentence is Garfield's friend Odie. A4 matches all keywords in the question, but 
they are not in the same relations as in the question. It is clear that we need some information 
about how the elements in the sentence are related. 
 
For most QA systems the aim is to deliver a single answer as a response to a question. For this 
project the aim is not to deliver a single answer, but a ranked list of possible answer passages. 
Reasons for this are twofold: On the one hand, we cannot always expect an unequivocal 
answer to the question. The answer might be too deep, for example, or it might require world 
knowledge or inference. The answer is there, but extracting it is likely to be outside the scope 
of an achievable system. On the other hand, the question might be ambiguous or incomplete. 
We cannot always tell from the question what it is exactly that the user wants to know. 
 
The following set is an example of a question and answer set that illustrates in what way 
answers might require world knowledge and how questions might be ambiguous or 
incomplete: 
 
Q: Are postcards made of cardboard? 
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A1: Postcards are always made of cardboard. 
A2: Postcards can be made of cardboard. 
A3: Cartex makes postcards of cardboard. 
A4: Postcards are made of recycled boxes. 
A5: Our company requires steady supplies of cardboard for its 
    postcards. 
 
From the question it is not possible to understand exactly what it is that the user wants to 
know. We could infer that the user wants an answer that excludes the possibility that 
postcards are made of anything else than cardboard. In that case A1 would be the perfect 
answer and A2 and A3 would be less suitable. But on the other hand the user could be looking 
for answers that show that there are situations in which postcards are made of cardboard. In 
that case A2 and A3 are perfectly suitable answers and A1 just gives some extra information.  
 
A4 and A5 are answers that require world knowledge. A reader can infer that the company in 
A5 is probably a company making postcards and that cardboard is used for making them, but 
the system does not have this world knowledge. The same holds for A4; the reader might 
know that cardboard is often made of recycled boxes, but the system has no background 
knowledge about what cardboard is usually made of. 
 
Thus if we have a question and a possible candidate answer set for example:  
 
Q: Are postcards made of cardboard? 
 
A1 Postcards are made of cardboard. 
A2 Cardboard is made of postcards. 
A3 Postcards are not made of cardboard. 
A4 Companies make postcards of cardboard. 
A5 We require steady supplies of cardboard for our postcards. 
A6 Postcards are made of wood. 
 
Preferably the system would return a ranked list of candidate answers. The candidate answers 
that are most likely to be of interest to the user are ranked highest. For example: A1, A3, A4, 
A5, A6, A2. 
 
Due to time constraints and the nature of the task, certain elements of the system were 
simulated rather than developed.  
 
In particular, a pre-processor is assumed. The candidate answers are assumed to be the output 
of a system that uses term matching to retrieve a set of sentences that are potentially relevant 
to the question. These candidate answers were constructed by hand. 
 
More importantly, I used the parser by Briscoe and Carroll (1995) for this task. It is a robust 
domain-independent syntactic parser. It parses sequences of part-of-speech and punctuation 
labels using a unification-based grammar coupled with a probabilistic LR parser.  
 
For this project information from the grammatical relations output was used instead of the 
conventional parse tree output. These grammatical relations specify the syntactic dependency 
which stands between each head and its dependent(s). I have used the grammatical relations 
described in Briscoe and Carroll (2000). I will give a more elaborate description of these 
relations in chapter 3.  
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The parser used was not able to deal with most questions, however the use of another parser 
for the questions, for example the LKB (Copestake, 2000),  would have required too much 
time. Instead, pseudo-questions were used. For example, the following question would give 
the following declarative pseudo-question: 
 
 
Question:    Are postcards made of cardboard? 
 
Pseudo-question:  Postcards are made of cardboard. 
 
 
The system uses mainly syntactic rules with the addition of some lexical rules. Furthermore, 
the system developed is a linguistic system, i.e. a general system. No world knowledge is 
incorporated. Furthermore coreference and synonymy are not covered. 
 
The system has the following overall structure (see figure 1.1): Both the question and the 
candidate answers are processed in four modules: 
  
I ) Parsing The sentences, which are assumed to be the result of putting the question and 
some text in a pre-processor, more precisely some kind of simple term matching, are parsed 
and the grammatical relations output of both the question and candidate answers is used. 
 
II) Variation generation Variations of the initial list of grammatical relations are generated. 
For example, attached to the grammatical relations of a passive sentence are those 
grammatical relations that would have been the output of the active counterpart of the 
sentence.  
 
III) Matching The grammatical relation of the question and the different candidate answers 
and their different variations are matched. 
 
IV) Scoring A score is calculated for each combination of a candidate answer and a question 
and their different variants. According to this score the candidate-answers are put in the 
correct order. 
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   Figure 1.1 System Overview 
 
 
The system was evaluated over a wide range of question types and possible candidate 
answers. The first experiments involved rather simple question and candidate answer sets and 
thus required a rather simple design. Then more difficult constructions were used  and the 
system was improved accordingly. First yes/no-questions were tested, then WH-questions and 
constructions which involved conjunctions. Finally the system's performance was measured 
by a blind test. 
 
The questions were supplied by my supervisor without any specific knowledge of the detailed 
operation of the system. The sets typically consisted of a large number of candidate answers 
for a single question, so that the system's capacity to deal with a range of constructions could 
be tested and the impact of the scoring system on relative ranking could be explored. 
 
In the following chapter, an overview of the background of this project will be given. In 
chapters 3, 4 and 5 the four modules of the parser will be described. The results of the test sets 
and the blind tests will be discussed in chapter 7, and in chapter 8 a conclusion is given. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
 
 
 
 
2.1 General background 
 
As noted, the background of this project lies in text retrieval. In text retrieval a user's query is 
matched on a collection of documents and relevant documents are retrieved. The matching is 
normally based on shared terms, without taking structural relations into account, so although a 
matching document concerns the query topic, the user will have to read the document to find 
the answers to specific questions he has. Recently a new trend in information retrieval has 
emerged: Question Answering (QA). QA aims at retrieving the answer to a question from a 
large collection of documents. Instead of returning all documents of interest, a QA system 
highlights only a short piece of text, or even formulates an answer.  
 
Question answering systems can be divided into two different types: canned QA  and open-
(domain) QA. Canned QA maps the user's questions into pre-determined system questions for 
which answers have already been found and recorded in a structured knowledge-base. Open 
QA and especially open-domain QA finds answers to questions by searching an unstructured 
collection of documents. Though canned QA can be useful in situations where the collection 
of documents that have to be searched is structured, recently the emphasis is on open-domain 
QA, which is obviously more suitable for searching unstructured masses of information such 
as the WWW.   
 
The 8th Text Retrieval Conference (TREC-8) stimulated the building of fully automatic open-
domain QA systems, by conducting an organised evaluation using shared training and test 
data. Different teams participated and the performance of their systems was tested on 200 
questions, which all had a suitable answer in at least one of the documents. The systems had 
to deliver five ranked answer passages either 50 or 250 bytes long.  
 
The successful TREC-8 evaluation was followed by TREC-9 (2000), and TREC-10 is 
currently in progress. In TREC-9 the best-performing (very complex) system achieved almost 
0.6, wheras 0.25 was more usual (for the 50 byte cases). Over the successive evaluations the 
questions have become more challenging. 
 
Systems for QA such as the ones presented at TREC evaluations could be divided into two 
groups. On one side there are the systems that use simple term matching techniques to retrieve 
the most relevant text passages, on the other side the systems that use some natural language 
processing (NLP) techniques to either process the question or both the question and the 
candidate answer. In the previous chapter I illustrated which problems can arise if no 
linguistic structure is taken into account. And although the simple term matching systems 
performed relatively well when the passages retrieved were allowed to be 250 bytes, they did 
less well when restricted to 50 bytes (Purver, 2000). 
 
 
The systems evaluated in the TREC evaluations and others which have been developed differ 
in the way they make use of the information captured in linguistic structures. For example, 
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shallow query parsing can be used for query type identification to determine what type of 
answer is expected. For example, "Which is the nicest garden....?" asks for a type object or 
more specifically for a type garden. The candidate answers may be similarly processed to 
identify noun phrases and to be able to label them with their semantic type. On the other hand, 
the parse tree structure can be employed in some way. For example, one could search for 
entities in the answer and entities in the question that are connected by a path in the same 
order. Yet another idea is to identify semantic roles of the elements in the sentence and match 
these between question and answer.  
 
 
 
 
2.2 Some other systems  
 
 
I have chosen to detail the following systems because they are relevant to what I have done. 
Of course, there are other systems, for example the SMU system (Harabagiu et al., 2000), a 
much more complex system, which has world knowledge and inference incorporated . The 
systems I have chosen to explain are all linguistic systems. The first system by Purver (2000) 
is most similar to mine. I tried to build a more hospitable 'approximate answer' system, but 
with a similar linguistic flavour. I have also used some ideas from Kupiec (1997) and 
Strzalkowski (1999). 
 
Purver (2000) describes a simplistic question answering system that makes use of sentence 
structure. His system consists of the following three modules: shallow text processing, 
structural relation extraction and structural matching. 
 
In the first module the query and the answers are PoS-tagged and parsed to give a shallow tree 
structure with NP's, VP's and PP's under a single S node. Words are stemmed to the root form. 
Furthermore, semantic features are extracted for example, voice for the VP's, number for the 
NP's and the PP's are classified in classes such as location and time.  
 
During the structural relation extraction module the tree structure is subjected to coreference 
resolution and sub-sentential units, such as conjunctions and relative clauses are extracted. On 
the basis of this information structures are extracted  and coindexing is used to construct  
simple structures for sub-units of complex sentences.  
 
The last module in which the structural matching takes place consists of three components:  

In the first component the direct matching takes place. A number of rules specified for 
word matching, verb group matching, noun group matching and modifier phrase matching 
decide when two elements match. For example, inclusion: a query NG can match a phrase 
beginning with an inclusive word (like, such as) if it matches the rest of the phrase.  

The second component takes care of general structure transformations and specific 
structural equivalences. An example of the former is the active-passive rule where a passive 
query plus its by-phrase are transformed to the active form.  

The last component of the structural matching module is question word matching. 
Rules are formulated that make sure that the correct answer type is retrieved for a specific 
question type. For example, how + ADJ (not of quantity) matches any phrase that contains a 
form of  the same ADJ. 
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Purver (2000) gives a summary of the capabilities of his system. Among other phenomena, 
his system is able to deal with coreference, conjunctions, relative clauses, subordinate clauses, 
verb nominalization and passives. Problematic phenomena are, for example, tense, synonyms, 
inference, reasoning, ellipsis and hypothetical sentences. 
 
 
 
Kupiec (1999) describes the system Murax that uses a combination of part-of-speech (PoS) 
tagging and lexico-syntactic pattern-matching to extract answers to closed-class questions 
from an on-line encyclopedia.  
 
The system uses primary and secondary queries. Secondary queries are constructed on the 
basis of information from high-scoring primary matches. This goes beyond the scope of this 
introduction. The primary document matching involves question analysis, query construction 
and reformulation and sentence scoring. In the first stage a part-of-speech tagger is used to 
extract simple noun phrases and main verbs. Primary queries contain various combinations of 
these elements extracted from the initial query. Query broadening and narrowing is done 
using Boolean queries with proximity constraints.  
 
Sentences are scored according to the degree of matching and number of matches with the 
question phrase. "The highest scores are given (in order) to matching title phrases, proper 
noun phrases, other noun phrases, verbs and finally matching stems (...). Within noun phrases, 
matching head words score highest, then modifiers."(Kupiec, 1999)  A score is calculated for 
each sentence individually but they receive a score as groups in the form of a paragraph as 
well. 
 
Strzalkowski (1997) reports the results of a series of experiments with a text retrieval system 
which uses natural language processing techniques. Both query and database are processed 
with a sequence of programs that include a part-of-speech tagger, a lexicon-based 
morphological stemmer and a fast syntactic parser. 
 
For all kinds of terms, e.g. words, syntactic phrases and proper names, various levels of 
regularization are needed. This is to make sure that syntactic or lexical variations do not 
obscure underlying semantic uniformity. 
This involves morphological stemming (retrieving > retrieve, lexicon-based word variation 
generation (retrieval > retrieve), operator-argument representation of phrases (information 
retrieval and retrieving of information > retrieve + information) and context-based term 
clustering into synonymy classes and subsumption hierarchies (Fortan is a programming 
language). The extracted syntactic phrases are represented as head-modifier pairs. The head is 
the central element (main verb, main noun), for example, president + soviet for Soviet 
President. Finally, certain low-quality terms in the question are removed from the queries and 
the terms are weighted according to a weighting scheme that favours terms that occur 
relatively frequently in a document and attaches low weights to infrequent, highly specific 
terms. Due to both removal of low-weighting elements and natural language processing the 
performance was improved. 
 
 
The system presented in this paper is an open-domain system. But it is different to the QA 
systems described above and the systems presented at the TREC evaluations. In the TREC 
evaluations the aim was to answer the question, but the systems were given 5 attempts (They 
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had to return a ranked list of 5 answers). The aim of the system is not to just return a correct 
answer, but to put the candidate answers in an order that reflects what we believe the user 
might find helpful responses to the question posed, given there may be no direct answer or it 
is inaccessible. The system should return an answer that is present on the surface of the 
question, but if this is not the case, because only part of the answer is found or the answer is 
too deep, the answer should be returned and  put in a suitable position in the ranked list of 
candidate answers.  
 
The list of  candidate answers in the correct order is simply returned, no reformulation is 
made. This leaves the user to check if the response is really relevant. A reformulation might 
obscure what the initial answer was and in case the answer is too deep it might not even be 
possible to return a reformulated answer.  
 
The system uses linguistic information. In that respect it resembles systems like MURAX, 
Strzalkowski's  and  Purver's system. However Kupiec uses noun phrases and main verbs as 
flat elements that are put in different combinations. For the system presented here the 
relations within phrases are specified, as in Strzalkowski's system. A difference between 
Strzalkowski's system and my system is that the former describes all relations as head-
modifier relations, whereas my system specifies a number of grammatical relations such as 
subject, object, conjunction etc. Purver describes two kinds of relational structures. On the 
one hand, the predicate-argument structures for all structures involving a predicate (a non-
existential verb) and on the other hand state structures for any structure involving an 
existential verb or compound NG's.  
 
Strzalkowski uses different levels of regularization for his head-modifier pairs, for my system 
I have used some regularization rules as well. For example, a crown made of gold includes the 
same information presented in a golden crown. However, no synonymy or subsumption 
hierarchies are incorporated in my system.  
 
 I did not incorporate question word matching in my system. Purver's system and many other 
QA systems determine the type of question according to the kind of question word used in 
order to determine the kind of answer expected. The structure of my program, the fact that it 
uses many different grammatical relations instead of flat word groups accounts partly for the 
question word matching. The question words have to be matched with an element in the same 
slot of the same grammatical relation. For example, in the sentence Who likes wine a subject 
position in a subject-verb relation with like has to be filled. However, further question word 
matching would have improved the performance of my system, but because of a lack of time 
and emphasis on other elements it was decided that question word matching would be left 
aside.  
 
Furthermore, I did not incorporate coreference in my system. Clearly a system would need 
this module but because the emphasis of this project was on other elements and the answers 
were limited to be one sentence long, which made the need for coreference less urgent, it was 
decided to leave this aside.  
 
In Purver's system transformation of certain sentences such as passives takes place in the 
second part of the last module. Transformations play a more important role in my system. It 
takes up the whole of one of the three modules and it takes place before the matching is done.  
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I did not use weighting schemes in the way the first two systems do, nor did I remove low-
quality items from the query. I did use some form of weighting, but not in an absolute way. I 
did not determine that titles matching would get a higher score than simple NP's, nor did I 
attach more weight to frequently appearing nouns in the document (which would not have 
been possible because answers were only one sentence long). The weighting scheme used in 
my system is dependent on the focus of the question. In a question like Does the president like 
chocolate?, the focus is on president and chocolate and an answer that has these two items of 
focus will score higher than one which has any of the other elements. Furthermore, the 
weighting scheme is based on general ideas about what a user might find a useful answer to 
his question. 
 
In the following chapters I will explain the various modules of my system in more detail: the 
parser, the variation generation, the matching and the scoring. 
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Chapter 3: The Parser 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction  
 
 
The parser used for this task is the parser by Briscoe and Carroll (1995). It is a robust domain-
independent syntactic parser. It parses sequences of part-of-speech and punctuation labels 
using a unification-based grammar coupled with a probabilistic LR parser.  
 
For this project the grammatical relations output (Briscoe and Carroll, 2000) was used instead 
of the conventional parse tree output. I will explain the grammatical relations in the following 
paragraph.  
 
 
 
3.2 Explanation of the grammatical relations 
 
 
The annotation scheme for the relations is shown in figure 3.2:1 The relations are organised 
hierarchically, with the most generic relation between head and a dependent being dependent.  

 

 
 
 
Each relation has several slots. Thus, the relation |iobj| between a predicate and a non-clausal 
complement introduced by a preposition has three slots: the first one for the specification of 
the preposition, the second for the head and the third for its dependent. For example:  
 
(3.2:1) made of gold  iobj (of, made, gold)   
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In figure 3.2:2 extracted from Briscoe and Carroll (2000), an example is given for each of the 
relations. The paper is included in the appendices and more examples and a description for 
each relation can be found in that paper.
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       Figure 3.2:2 : examples of grammatical relations 
       From Briscoe and Carroll(2000) 
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Figure 3.2:3 gives a more extended example of the use of the grammatical relations scheme, 
showing the lisp-like syntax used in the actual file: 
 

       Figure 3.2:3: A more extended example 
From Carroll and Briscoe (2000) 

 
The form in which the grammatical relations are presented above is slightly simplified. The 
initial form of the output shows the lemma, position in the sentence and tags of the element in 
the relation.  
 
(3.2:2) ( |ncsubj|  |make:3_VVN|  |Postcard:1_NN2| |obj| ) 
 
  Postcards are made of cardboard    

 
For made, which is the second element in the |ncsubj| relation,  the position in the sentence is 
3 and the tag shows that this is a past participle form of a lexical verb. 
Apart from information about person, tense and number, these tags also give rather specified 
information about which class the word belongs to. For example, it determines if the current 
word is a unit of measurement, a weekday name, a month noun, a pronoun etc. An 
explanation of each tag can be found in the tag list, which is included in the appendices. 
 
For this project, the information about the position of the word in the sentence was not useful, 
so I have chosen to leave this information out: 
 
(3:3)   ( |ncsubj|   |make_VV0|   |I_PPIS1|   _ ) 

 
I make 

 
 
As noted before, because the parser was not able to deal with all questions, pseudo-question 
were used.  
 
Question:    Are postcards made of cardboard? 
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Pseudo-question:  Postcards are made of cardboard. 

 
 
However, as will be explained in chapter 6, the use of pseudo-question is in some cases quite 
problematic. 
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Chapter 4: Variation 
 
 
 
 
4.1 In general 
 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, variations of the parser output are generated. To account for 
differences on the surface level, variations of the initial list of grammatical relations are 
attached to every sentence. This is done to make comparison between the question and a 
candidate answer easier and to make sure that scoring for matches is done consistently. Both 
the question and its candidate answers are subjected to this variation generation process. 
 
For example, for passive sentences an active variant is attached to the initial list of 
grammatical relations. Thus, in the following example the question will be given an active 
variant. 
 
Q: Are postcards made of cardboard? 

+ Does X make postcards of cardboard? 

 
which makes it easier to match this question with an answer like: 
 
A:  Companies make postcards of cardboard. 

 

 
In the following example it is the other way around. In this case it is the answer, which has a 
passive form. The active variant for the answer will make matching with the active question 
easier: 
 
Q:  Do companies make postcards of cardboard? 
 
A:  Postcards are made of cardboard. 
  + X makes postcards of cardboard 

 
 

This example makes clear why both the question and the candidate answer need to be 
subjected to the process of variation generation.  
 
As a result, during the scoring the initial list and all variations of both question and candidate 
answer are compared pair wise. The combination that receives the highest score (the initial list 
or one of the variations) determines the score for that sentence. Figure 4.1:1 shows the way 
the variations are incorporated in the structure. 
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4.2 The rules 
 
 
Three basic rules are given below, which cover a number of phenomena in a fairly 
comprehensive way, although it is clear that more rules are needed to account for all 
phenomena in natural language.   
 
 
 
4.2.1 The passive-active rule 
 
 
For every passive sentence (query or candidate answer) an active form is constructed. 
 
A passive can be recognised by the initial-GR-slot, which is filled by |obj|:  
 
(4.2.1:1)  Postcards are made.  

 
( |ncsubj|  |make_VVN|  |postcard_NN2|  |obj| ) 

 
An active has the following form: 
 
(4.2.1:2)  I make     

 
(  |ncsubj| |make_VV0| |I_PPIS1| _) 

 
Furthermore, there might be a by-phrase: 
 
(4.2.1:3)  Postcards are made by men.   
 

( |iobj|  |by_II|  |make_VVN|  |man_NN2| ) 
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These two grammatical relations are used to construct the passive. 
A new |ncsubj| relation is constructed in which the noun in the last slot of the |iobj| relation is 
selected to be the subject of the new sentence. The initial-GR slot is now empty. 
 

(  |ncsubj|  |make_VV0|  |man_NN2| _ ) 

 
If there is no by-phrase in the sentence, the subject remains unknown. 
 

( |ncsubj|  |make_VV0|   _    _  )1 

 
Furthermore a |dobj| relation is constructed with the subject of the passive sentence. 
 

( |dobj|  |make_VV0|  |postcard_NN2|  _ ) 

 
As can be seen from the examples, the tags have to change as well. The verb make changes 
from a past participle form (VVN) to the base form of a verb (VV0). 
 
Furthermore if pronouns are used in the sentence, these have to be changed as well. They 
must be presented with the appropriate tags. 
 
(4.2.1:4)  I was hit by him.   

He hit me.     (and not: Him hit I) 

 
The aux-relation is deleted. The relations that are left after these changes remain unchanged. 
 
The aim of this rule is straightforward. If an active form is attached to every passive, this 
allows a passive question to match with an active candidate answer and the other way around. 
 
 
 
 

4.2.2 The xcomp/ncsubj rule 
 
 
The following two sentences are treated to be equivalent. 
 
(4.2.2:1) The lead singer of the Nightingales is David West. 
 
(4.2.2:2) David West is the lead singer of the Nightingales. 

 
(A is B and B is A are logically equivalent). 
The grammatical relation output for these sentences is different in the following way: 
The first sentence (4.2.2:1)  has the following two grammatical relations (apart from other 
grammatical relation that are the same for both sentences): 
 
( |ncsubj|  |be_VBZ|  |singer_NN1|  _ ) 
( |xcomp|  _  |be_VBZ|  |David_NP1| ) 

 

                                                
1 The empty slot where a subject is missing is given the symbol  _A  to avoid confusion with the last empty slot. 
   We get  ( |ncsubj|  |make_VV0|  _A   _  ) 
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The second sentence (4.2.2:2)  will have those two grammatical relations the other way 
around: 
  
( |ncsubj|  |be_VBZ| |David_NP1|  _ ) 
( |xcomp|  _  |be_VBZ|  |singer_NN1| ) 

 
The xcomp/ncsubj variation rule attaches the grammatical relations of  example 4.2.2:1 as a 
variation to the grammatical relation list of 4.2.2:2. This variation is needed to make a match 
possible for both sentences with a question like: 
 
(4.2.2:3) Is the lead singer of the Nightingales David West? 
 
( |ncsubj|  |be_VBZ|  |singer_PNQS| _ ) 
( |xcomp|  _  |be_VBZ|  |David_NN1| ) 
 

 
And the same for a question like. 
 
(4.2.2:4)  Who is the lead singer of the Nightingales? 

 
The variation rule makes a match between this question and both answers in 4.2.2:1 and 
4.2.2:2 possible. 
 
However we cannot apply this rule to every occurrence of a |ncsubj| grammatical relation in 
combination with an |xcomp|. For example hierarchical relations and adjectives are given the 
same  |xcomp| and |ncsubj| relations but the equivalence does not hold. The following 
sentences are not equivalent: 
 
(4.2.2:5)  An elephant is an animal   An animal is an elephant. 
 
(4.2.2:6)   Swimming is healthy   Healthy is swimming. 

 
Therefore, I have made a condition to the rule. It works only on sentences, in which the 
element in the third slot of the |xcomp| relation is modified by a determiner the. This 
condition is met by example 4.2.2.1 The element in the third slot of the |xcomp| grammatical 
relation is singer and this noun is modified by the determiner the. (the singer of ...) In 
examples 4.2.2:5 and 4.2.2:6 this condition is not met. 
 
A detailed explanation of this condition goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. Briefly it 
makes sure that the constructions on which the rule works are all assertions about specific 
entities, objects or persons. Something specific is said about something or someone specific. 
With this condition we exclude definitions, hierarchical relations and property attribution.  
 
The way the variation is constructed is straightforward. First the system checks if the 
conditions are met. If so, the |xcomp| and |ncsubj| relations are switched and apart from the 
position of the empty slot, the elements in the grammatical relation remains the same. The rest 
of the grammatical relations are left the same. The variation is again attached to the initial 
grammatical relation list. 
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4.2.3 The made-of rule 
 
 
The reason for incorporating a made-of variation is the fact that the following question is 
answered by the following candidate answer: 
 
(4.2.3:1)  Are postcards made of cardboard? 
 
(4.2.3:2)  Postcards of cardboard are made. 

 
The examples 4.2.3:1  and 4.2.3.2 have the following grammatical relation (apart from other 
grammatical relations) respectively:  
 

( |iobj|  |of_II|  |make_VVN|  |cardboard_NN1| ) 
 

( |ncmod|  |of_IO|  |postcard_NN2|   |cardboard_NN1| ) 

 
In 4.2.3:1 the phrase of cardboard is attached to the verb whereas in 4.2.3:2 it is attached to 
the noun. The same difference appears when we consider the active of sentence 4.2.3:1. 
 
(4.2.3.3)  We make postcards of cardboard. 
 
The same grammatical relation appears here: 
 

( |ncmod|  |of_IO|  |postcard_NN2|  |cardboard_NN1| ) 

  
The reason for this is less clear. We might even decide that this is a mistake of the parser. But 
in order to make a question like 4.2.3:1 match with candidate answers like 4.2.3:2 and 4.2.3:3 
a rule is incorporated that attaches a grammatical relation like the one in 4.2.3:2 or 4.2.3:3 as a 
variation to the initial grammatical relation list of 4.2.3:1. 
 
Generating the variation is done as follows: The system searches for an |iobj| grammatical 
relation that has a verb form of make in the third slot and of in the second slot. If this is found 
the object of made is found by searching for a |dobj| grammatical relation and selecting the 
element in the third slot. In example 4.2.3:1 this would be postcards: 
 

( |dobj|  |make_VV0|  |postcard_NN2|  _ ) 

 
The second position of the  |ncmod| relation and the last are left the same. |ncmod| is put in the 
place of |iobj|. And the element just selected from the |dobj| grammatical relation fills the third 
position slot: 

 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 

 
 
 
 

4.3 Structure 
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As mentioned above the way the attaching of variations is done is by simply putting the initial 
grammatical relations list and the variations in one big list of variations. Note that the 
variation  works on the current grammatical relations list. This means that the passive-active 
rule, which is the first rule works on the initial grammatical relations list only, but after the 
active form is attached to the initial grammatical relations list of a passive sentence, the 
xcomp/ncsubj rule works both on the initial (passive) grammatical relations list as well as on 
the active variant. This to make sure that all possible combinations of all variations are 
covered. 
 
This way of structuring might seem straightforward, but it gets very easily out of hand. 
Especially in case of conjunctions, where each variant gives apart from variations at sentence 
level a the number of possible combinations within the sentence.  
 
Consider the following variations:  
   
(5.1:1) Postcards, gift boxes and greeting cards are made in our company. 
 

Our company makes gift boxes and postcards and greeting cards are 
made by our company as well. 
 
Gift boxes are made by our company and we make greeting cards and 
postcards. 
 
etc 

 
These sentences are all possible variations for the sentence  
 
(5.1:2) Our company sells postcards, gift boxes and greeting cards. 
 
Each of the elements in the conjunction can be either passive or active. And all possible 
combinations should be covered. 
 
After working some time on building rules to cope with new development data I concluded 
that  I should perhaps have chosen for a different structure. For example a decision tree seems 
to be a better solution in order to keep the length of the lists within limits. Unfortunately the 
implementation of decision trees would involve a complete restructuring of my code and due 
to time limits it was not possible to try this approach.  
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Chapter 5: Matching and Scoring 
 
 
 
 
5.1  Matching 
 
 
Once variations for both question and candidate answers are attached to the initial list,  a 
match is searched between on the one hand each variation of the question and on the other 
hand each variation of the candidate answer. Matching is done per grammatical relation by 
counting the number of atoms in the grammatical relation that match with another 
grammatical relation and dividing this by the number of atoms in total. The process is shown 
in figure 5.1.1 

 
Figure 5.1.1: matching grammatical relations 

 
In the next example the outcome is ¾. Three out of four elements are equal. 
 
(5.1:1)   ( |ncsubj|  |make_VV0|  |man_NN2|  _ ) 
 

( |ncsubj|  |make_VV0|  |rabbit_NN2|  _ ) 
 
However, it is required that the first atom, which indicates the type of grammatical relation, is 
equal. 
 
Thus, in the next example the outcome is 0.  
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(5.1:2)  ( |mod|  _  |lay_VVG|  |egg_NN2| ) 
 

( |dobj|  |lay_VVG|  |egg_NN2|  _ ) 

 
Tense and number specifications are not considered. The matching algorithm looks at the 
lemmas. This means that for the following two grammatical relations the outcome will be 4/4. 
 
(5.1:3)   ( |ncsubj|  |make_VV0|  |man_NN2|  _ ) 
 

( |ncsubj|  |make_VVD|  |man_NN1|  _ ) 

 
The scoring algorithm (chapter 5) will take care of tense and number differences. 
 
The threshold is set at  1/2 . If more than half of the atoms match, the couple can be 
considered a match.  
 
The best matching couple is selected by a function that finds the highest outcome possible for 
a specific grammatical relation.  
 
 

5.2  Scoring 
 
 
Scoring is done pair wise for the question with each candidate answer. And for all 
combinations possible between one of the variations of the question and one of the variations 
of the candidate answer. In figure 5.2:1 this process is shown: 
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       Figure  5.2:1 Scoring and ranking 
       between question an answer set 

 
A comparison between a variation of the question and a variation of the candidate answer is 
made  on the basis of the grammatical relation list. It involves two operations: 
 
1.  Topic handling  
 
2.  Comparing of grammatical relations:  A.   if  all elements in the grammatical relation 

     are the same or almost the same; 
      B.   if some element is different; 
      C.   if a grammatical relation is missing; 
      D.   if there is an extra grammatical relation. 
 
Both operation will be explained in detail in the following paragraph. I will now sketch the 
general idea behind these operations: 
 
First, the topics are extracted by selecting: 
 
1. the third element of |ncsubj| 
2. the fourth element of |xcomp| 
3. the third element of |dobj|  
 
This means that in the following example the following elements are selected to be topics: 
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(5.2.1:1)  The president likes expensive cigars. 
(5.2.1:2)  Some people make postcards of holiday photographs. 
(5.2.1:3)  Sammy is my grandmother's dog. 

 
In 5.2.1:1 the subject (due to rule 1) and the object (due to rule 3)  are extracted. In 5.2.1:2 as 
well. In 5.2.1:3 the subject (due to rule 1) and its predicate (due to rule 2). 
 
A comparison is made and if all topics of the question are found in the answer (not the other 
way around), a maximum of 100 points scored.  
 
During the second operation, a score is calculated for the way every grammatical relation 
matches with their best matching partner.  
 
If no match is found for some grammatical relation, there are two explanations: In case there 
are grammatical relations of the candidate answer left, this means that there is extra 
information. In case it involves the question, this means that there is information missing. 
 
I have calculated scores for the candidate answers according to the following hierarchy.  
 
I)   same relations, same constituents       
II)   same relations, same constituents, but some relations / constituents are added 
III)   same relations, different constituents      
V)   missing relations, missing constituents     
 
An example is given in figure 5.2.2:  
 

 
       Figure 5.2.2 Example of a question 
                and candidate answer set  
This would give us: 
 
I)  same relations  same constituents      0 
II)  same relations  same constituents,  

but extra relations     1,2,3,7 and 8 
III)  same relations  different constituents     9 and 5 
V)  missing relations  missing constituents    4 and 6 
 
 
The reason that cases with extra information are given a higher score, than cases where info is 
missing is straightforward. Questions are usually quite compact. All elements are vital and 
indicate what information is expected. For the answer it is the other way around. Answers can 
have a lot of information that is of no use to the person who asks a question.  
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There are of course some extra, more fine-grained rules that will change the scores with a few 
points and some that account for exceptions to the rule. But the general theory behind the 
scoring is based on this hierarchy. 
 
 
 
5.2.1 Topic handling 
 
 
  
 
In general, the number of topics in the question that are found in the list of topics of the 
candidate answer are counted. This count is divided by the total number of topics in the 
question and multiplied by 100. This number is added to the total score of the match between 
the question and the candidate answer. 
 
For example: 
 
(5.2.1:4)  Does the president like expensive cigars? 
  The president likes expensive shoes. 

 
2/2 * 100 = 100 is added to the score obtained from matching the different grammatical 
relations in question and candidate answer. 
 
For WH-question a special rule is incorporated. A question word like who will always get a 
score of 1. This is illustrated in the following example: 
 
(5.2.1:5)  Who is the lead singer of the Nightingales? 
            The lead singer of the Nightingales David. 

 
The score is 2/2 * 100 = 100 
 
For terms like somebody, someone or something a special rule is also incorporated  
 
(5.2.1:6)  Did somebody like the new Volvo? 
  Guido liked the new Volvo. 

 
The score is 2/2 * 100 = 100 
 
 
 

5.2.2  Comparing of grammatical relations 
 
 
 
A. If all elements in the grammatical relation are the same or almost the same: 
 
If an elements in the grammatical relation of the question perfectly matches the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answers, the score is increased by 20. 
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This means that in the following example the score is 80 
 
(5.2.2:1)  (|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |man_NN2| _)   

 
(The) men make    
    

   (|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |man_NN2| _)   
 
(The) men make      

 
If an element in the grammatical relation of the question is classified as a verb and it does not 
completely match the grammatical relation of the candidate answer, but the lemmas of both 
elements are the same, this means that there is a mismatch in tense or number.  
If it is a matter of number the score is increased by 20. If it is a matter of tense the score is  
increased by 3. 
 
This means that in the following example the score is 63: 
 
 (5.2.2:2) (|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |man_NN2| _)  

 
(The) men make  

 
  (|ncsubj| |make_VVD| |man_NN2| _)  

  
(The) men made 
 

If an element in the grammatical relation of the question is classified as a noun and it does not 
completely match the grammatical relation of the candidate answer, but the stems of both 
elements are the same. This means that there is a mismatch in number.  
The score is increased by 10. 
This, in combination with the previous rule, means that in the following example the score 
will be 70:  
  
(5.2.2:3)  (|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |man_NN2| _)  

 
(The) men make  

 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |man_NN1| _)  
 
(The) man makes 

 
 
 
B. If some element in the grammatical relation  is different: 
 
If an element in the grammatical relation of the question does not match the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answer, and the element is equal to either what, who or where the 
score is increased with 20 
 
The means that the following couple gets a score of  80: 
 
(5.2.2:4)  (|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |Who_PNQS| _)     
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Who makes?  
 

(|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |man_NN1| _)     
 
(The) man makes 

 
If an element in the grammatical relation of the question does not match the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answer, and the element in either question or answer is equal to one 
of the following items: nobody, nothing or noone, the score is increased with 10. 
 
The means that the following couple gets a score of  70: 
 
(5.2.2:5)  Did nobody like Gerda's apfelstrudel? 
  I liked Gerda's apfelstrudel. 
 
 
If an element in the grammatical relation of the question does not match the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answer, and the element in the question is equal to one of the 
following items: somebody, something, someone, anybody or anything,, the score is increased 
with 15. However, if the element in the answer is equal to one of those items a score of  0 is 
given. 
 
The means that the following couples get a score of  75 and 60 respectively: 
 
 
(5.2.2:6)  ( |ncsubj|  |survive_VVD|  |somebody_PN1|  _ ) 

 
Did somebody survive the..? 

 
( |ncsubj|  |survive_VVD|  |John_NP1|  _ ) 

 
John survived the.. 

 
 

(5.2.2:7)  ( |ncsubj|  |survive_VVD|  |John_NP1|  _ ) 
 

Did John survived the..? 
 

( |ncsubj|  |survive_VVD|  |somebody_PN1|  _ ) 
 

Somebody survive the..? 
 

If an element in the grammatical relation of the question does not match the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answer, but the element in the candidate answer is equal to one of the 
following items: everybody, everyone, everything,  the score is increased with 10. 
 
This means that in the following example the score will be 70: 
 
(5.2.2:7)  ( |ncsubj|  |survive_VVD|  |John_NP1| _-  )       

 
 Did John survive the..? 

 
  ( |ncsubj|  |survive_VVD|  |Everybody_PN1|  _ )   

 
Everybody survived the... 
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If an element in the grammatical relation of the question does not match the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answer, and the grammatical relation is of the type |ncmod| and the 
element in the third slot of that grammatical relation is part of the list of topics of the question 
the score is decreased by –20. 
This means that in the following example the score will be 40: 
 

( |ncmod|  _  |postcard NN2|  |blue_JJ| )   
 
Blue postcards are ... 

 
( |ncmod|  _  |postcard NN2|  |green_JJ| )   
 
Green postcards are ... 

 
If an element in the grammatical relation of the question does not match the grammatical 
relation of the candidate answer, and the element is equal to A_, a score of 9 is given.  
 
This means that in the following example the score will be 69: 
 

( |ncsubj|  |make_VVZ|  A_  _ ) 
 
Does _ make postcards? (variation of passive) 
 
( |ncsubj|  |make_VVZ|  |company_NN2|  _ ) 

 
Companies make postcards. 

   
 
In all other cases the score is increased with 0 
 
 
 

C. If some grammatical relation is missing: 
 
If the grammatical relation missing is a |aux| relation, the score is decreased by - 8. This 
means that in the following example the score is decreased by – 8. 
 
(5.2.3:1)  Can he see you? 
       He sees you. 
  
If the grammatical relation missing is a |detmod| relation and if the third element of that 
grammatical relation is member of the topics list, the score is decreased by – 12. 
 
(5.2.3:2)  Is a postcard made of cardboard? 

 Postcards are made of cardboard. 
 
(5.2.3:3)  Do their cats like cheese? 
   Cats like cheese. 
 

If the grammatical relation missing is a |detmod| relation and if the third element of that 
grammatical relation is NOT a member of the topics list, the score is decreased by –8. 
 
 (5.2.3:4)  Does he like beer in the summer? 

   He likes beer in summer. 
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If the grammatical relation missing is a |mod| relation and if the third element of that 
grammatical relation is member of the following list of generals: normally, never, always, 
generally, not,  the score is decreased by – 8. 
 
(5.2.3:5)  Are postcards normally made of cardboard? 
  Postcards are made of cardboard. 

 
In all other cases the score is decreased by – 40.  
 
For example when an |iobj| grammatical relation is not found: 
 
(5.2.3:6)  Are postcards made of cardboard? 
  Postcards are made. 
 
 
D. If there is an extra grammatical relation: 
 
 
If the grammatical relation left over is a |aux| relation, the score is decreased by – 10 
 
(5.2.4:1)    Does he see me? 
            He can see you. 

  
If the grammatical relation left over is a |ncmod| relation and the third element is member of 
the list of topics, the score is decreased by – 15 
 
(5.2.4:2)    Are postcards made of recycled cardboard. 
     Ecological postcards are made of recycled cardboard. 
 
(5.2.4:3)    Are mice eaten by humans? 
     Young mice are eaten by humans.  
 
If the grammatical relation left over is a |ncmod| relation and the third element is not a 
member of the list of topics, the score is decreased by – 2 
 
(5.2.4:4)     Are postcards made of cardboard. 
      Postcards are made of thin cardboard. 
 
 (5.2.4:5)    Are goats eaten by humans? 
     Goats are eaten by hungry humans.  

 
If the grammatical relation left over is a |detmod| relation and the third element is a member 
of the list of topics, the score is decreased by – 5. 
 
(5.2.4:6)    Does that man love women? 
            That man loves the women he met at ... 
  
(5.2.4:7)    Do dogs eat carrots? 
            Our dogs eat carrots. 
  
If the grammatical relation left over is a |detmod| relation and the third element is NOT a 
member of the list of topics, the score is decreased by – 2. 
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(5.2.4:8)    Does she live on a boat near islands? 
        She lives on a boat near the islands of ... 

 
In all other cases the score is not affected. 
 
If the grammatical relation left over is a |mod| relation, the score is decreased by – 3. 
 
 (5.2.4:9)    Does she live on a boat? 
       She normally lives on a boat. 
 
In all other cases the score is not affected. For example, if a clausal modifier of type |cmod| is 
added: 
 
(5.2.4:10) Does her sister eat lots of salads? 

Her sister eats lots of salads because she wants to loose 
weight. 
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Chapter 6: Testing and evaluation 
 
 
The system was tested over a wide range of question types and candidate answers. The first 
tests involved rather simple question and candidate answer sets and thus required only a rather 
simple design. Then more difficult constructions were used  and the system was improved 
accordingly. First yes/no-questions were tested, then WH questions and constructions, which 
involved conjunctions. The system was checked for stability at the end of this development by 
a blind test.  
 
The data sets were supplied by my supervisor without any specific knowledge of the detailed 
operation of the system. The sets typically consisted of a large number of candidate answers 
for a single question, so that the system's capacity to deal with a range of constructions could 
be tested and the impact of the scoring system on relative ranking could be explored.  
 
The first part of this chapter discusses the result for all the test sets used for development. The 
second part reports of the outcome of a blind test used to evaluate the performance of the final 
system. 
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6.1 Test results 
 
 
 
 
SET 1 
 
The candidate answers for question1 are a large number of relatively straightforward 
declarative sentences. The set includes clear answers and others with more or less potential 
utility for the user in supplying information. Figure 6.1:1 shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question1:   Are postcards made of cardboard? 
Pseudo-question1:  Postcards are made of cardboard. 
Maximum:  340 
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         Figure 6.1:1 Output for set1 
 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
  
The syntactic rules presented in chapter 5 are the main determiners for scoring of candidate 
answers. Further down in the list the effect of the rules is less transparent, because the scores 
show the result of a combination of different rules.  
 
-First  we find the literal answer to the question (1); 
-then follow the cases, where there is extra information: 

-first the cases, where the extra information are modifiers of an element that is not a 
member of the topics list (2,3); 
-then the cases where there is extra information in the form of a modifier, here adverb 
(6); 
-then the cases, where an extra non-clausal complement introduced by a preposition is 
found (8); 
-then the actives, which are also a case of extra information in the form of an extra 
subject (9, 10); 
 -then if extra info in the form of a determiner is added as well (11); 
-then the cases, where the extra information are modifiers of an element that is a 
member of the topics list (13, 14, 15); 

-then follow the cases, where there is a difference in tense (16); 
-then follow the cases, where there is a difference in number and extra information in the form 
of a determiner of an element that belongs to the list of topics (17 and 19); 
-then follow the cases, where there is a different element in the grammatical relation of 
question and answer (18, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27); 
-then follow the cases where there is information missing (29, 33). 
 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
When the elements don't match, nobody is given a higher score than other mismatching 
elements (7) 
 
When there is extra information in the form of adverbs that belong to the list of generals (see 
chapter 5) a higher score is given than to other adverbs (4,5); 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
Some mistakes are due to the parser (22, 30, 32) : 
 
In 22, of the finest cardboard is understood as a modifier of the head only. Matching is not 
possible. 

 
( |ncmod|  |of_IO|  |only_JB|  |cardboard_NN1| ) 

 
In 30, the sentence is not parsed as a passive.  
The initial GR slot is empty, there is no |obj|. The passive-active rule cannot work. 

 
( |ncsubj|  |make_VVN|  |Postcard_NN2|  _ ) 
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In 32, cardboard is not given any slot in any grammatical relation and what is treated as a 
determiner of postcards.  
 

( |detmod|  _  |postcard_NN2|  |what_DDQ| ) 

 
 
Some mistakes are due to the lack of world knowledge and inference: (10, 11, 12, 34, 35, 37, 
38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45) 
 
For example, rank 12 should be higher in the ranking than rank 11. The fact that my 
grandfather makes postcards is not as interesting as the fact that companies make postcards. 
But this is due to the fact that the system has no world knowledge. We know that companies 
are more likely to make big amounts of postcards than a grandfather is. The same holds for 
somebody in 10. It is almost as little informative as my grandfather. 
 
And the system cannot infer that if making postcards is not possible, when there is no 
cardboard, the postcards are probably made of cardboard (43). The system also cannot deal 
with the synonyms in this sentence, as this was not tackled within the project.  
 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
Answer 17 should be much higher. It is a perfect answer to the question. However to bring 
this sentence up in the ranked list would require rules that would give wrong results for other 
situations.  Think of the example we used in the previous chapter. 
 

Do dogs like carrots? 
Our dogs normally likes carrots.  

 
It involves the same rules (the |detmod| for our and the difference in number), but in this case 
the answer does not say as much. The only difference between this example and rank 17 is the 
kind of determiner used. I could have made an extra rule with as a condition that it should 
operate only on the determiner a.  
 
One could argue that 8 and 9 should get the same score, 8 being the passive counterpart of 9. 
The reason for this inconsistency is that  8 is a case of extra information added. We can not 
subtract to many points for this situation, because in general the situation of adding extra 
information is not a bad situation. This problem could be solved by making an extra rule for 
this specific case of the by-phrase in the main clause, but on the other hand it reflects well that 
in 9 the topic has changed whereas in 8 the sentence is completely the same except for some 
extra by-phrase. 
 
E. Subjectivity 
 
Furthermore one can argue about a lot of things, because the ordering is very subjective in 
nature. For example 18 and 13. Is the user more likely to be helped by the information that 
postcards are made of wood, or is he more helped by the information that cheap postcards are 
made of cardboard? It depends on what the user wants. I have built my system based on my 
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ideas of what a user might want, but this is of course a very subjective matter. In practice tests 
with real users would be needed to establish general preferences. 
 
The next four sets show system behaviour for the same candidate answer set but for different 
questions. I will give the ranked output, but not analyse performance in detail. I will only 
comment on salient points. 
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SET 2 
 
In this set the question has an adjective, which is modifying the subject. 
Figure 6.1:2 shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question2:   Are cheap postcards made of cardboard? 
Pseudo-question2: Cheap postcards are made of cardboard. 
Maximum:  420 
 

 
 

Figure 6.1:2 Output for set 2 
 

A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The same rules are reflected in this set. First the literal answer to the question. Then follow 
the answers where there is a grammatical relation between an adjective and the postcards, but 
where that adjective is different (2, 3). Then follow all the sentences that do not have such a 
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grammatical relation at all. Thus, the reason that the answers ranked 13, 14 and15 in the first 
set are now ranked 1, 2 and 3 is due to the change in question. Furthermore, rank 1 in set 1 is 
now rank 4 and has a score 120 points lower than the maximum due to the fact that now there 
is something missing in this sentence.  
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
The same as under set 1. 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The same as under set 1 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
The same as under set 1 
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SET 3 
 
In this set the question has an adjective, which is modifying the head noun in the prepositional 
phrase. Figure 6.1:3 shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question3:   Are postcards made of thin cardboard? 
Pseudo-question3: Postcards are made of thin cardboard. 
Maximum:  420 
 

 
Figure 6.1:3 Output for set3 

 
 

A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The same rules are reflected in this set.  Now the answers originally ranked 2, 6, 19 and 20 
have gone up. They have become 1, 2, 3 and 5. This of course is again due to the change in 
question. It asks for thin cardboard and thus are all sentences with thin cardboard high up in 
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the ranking. Number 1 in set 1 is now number 7 and it has a score 120 points lower than the 
maximum. This is again due to the fact that now there is something missing in this sentence.  
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
The same as under set 1. 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The same as under set 1 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
The fact that 4 is scored higher than 5 is not satisfactory. This score is due to the fact that in 5 
a lot of changes have occurred. The topic has changed, there is extra info about who makes 
them and there is an extra phrase for sale. We could argue that the weighting of different rules 
is not as it should be, but on the other hand. It is questionable if we should change this 
weighting. Consider the situation where grey is replaced by thick. Postcards are made of thick 
cardboard. In that case this would be an answer that gives a clear answer to the question, it 
says: "no".  We seem to be back at the level of world knowledge.  
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SET 4: 
 
In this set the question has a modifier on the verb. Figure 6.1:4 shows the system's output 
ranking. 
 
Question4:   Are postcards normally made of cardboard? 
Pseudo-question4:  Postcards are normally made of cardboard. 
Maximum:  420 
 

 
Figure 6.1:4 Output for set 4 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The same rules are reflected in this set.  All sentences which have an adverb normally in it 
have gone up, because this is what the question asks for (1,2,3,4). Then follow the sentences 
with other adverbs, because in that case there is just a difference and nothing is missing (5, 6). 
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Then follow the cases where there is something missing (7-45). The rest is the same as under 
set 1. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
The same as under set 1. 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The same as under set 1 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
We could argue that 11 should go up. The fact that nobody makes postcards of cardboard is a 
better answer to the question than the fact that postcards are made of cardboard by us. This 
because normally asks for a general case and the answer with nobody gives it, whereas the 
answer postcards are made of cardboard by us does not give a general case. This would ask 
for a rule that states that an answer with nobody is suitable for a question with normally. But 
consider the following example: 
 

Does your grandfather normally like doing the dishes? 
Nobody likes doing the dishes. 

 
In this case any answer with my grandfather in it would be more suitable. We could not 
simply add a rule without further consequences. 
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SET 5 
 
In this set the question has a second prepositional phrase, which is modifying the head noun in 
the first prepositional phrase. Figure 6.1:2 shows the system's output ranking. 
 
 
Question5:    Are postcards made of cardboard with gold borders? 
Pseudo-question5:  Postcards are made of cardboard with gold borders. 
Max:    500 
 

 
Figure 6.1:5 Output for set 5 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The parser attaches the phrase with golden borders to the verb make. There are no candidate 
answers that have an extra phrase attached to the verb apart from answer number 7. But the 
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phrase by us does not share enough terms with the phrase with golden borders to be 
considered a match. Hence the order is roughly the same as under 1. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
The same as under set 1. 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The same as under set 1 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
The same as under set 1 
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SET 6 
 
Test set 6 has a yes/no-question with a small candidate answer set with more complex 
constructions and complements. Also, there is no direct answer in the answer set. Figure 6.1:6 
shows the system's output ranking. 
 
 
Question6:    Do birds lay blue eggs? 
Pseudo-question6:   Birds lay blue eggs. 
maximum score:   340 

 

 
Figure 6.1:6 Output for set 6 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The rules cannot be found very easily in this example due to mistakes of the parser and my 
system's inability to deal with certain constructions: see mistakes and inconsistencies below.   
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
none 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
Some mistakes are due to the parser (2). Rank 2 is understood as a ditransitive, with bird as 
the second complement of the verb lay.  And by is considered as a modifier of laid. Thus, the 
score given to it is far to low. This is the reason that a totally irrelevant sentence like 1 is 
ranked higher than 2. Rank 1 shares more grammatical relations with the question than 2. 
Rank 1 has blue eggs and lay eggs,which is more than sentence 2 has. 
 
Other mistakes are due to the fact that I have not incorporated coreference in my system. (3, 
4, 5). For example, in rank 3 the system does not know that which refers to eggs. Hence there 
is no grammatical relation between blue and eggs. 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
The score of rank 1 could be decreased by giving more weight to the fact that the topics must 
match. In rank 1 the topics are I and eggs;  birds are not to be found in the list of topics. 
However this probably would have bad consequences for other cases. 
 
Thus, consider the following example: 
 

Did John survive? 
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(i)  Everybody survived. 
(ii) John laughed.  

 
If we would attach more weight to the fact that topics must match, candidate answer ii would 
get a higher score than answer i. We could then decide to bring up the score for everybody, 
but it is not clear which consequences this would have. However, this would give us a perfect 
score for the sentences under test set 6, because if sentence 1 is put at the end of the list, the 
order is, despite problems with parsing and coreference, exactly the way we would like it to 
be. And this would be a big achievement   
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SET 7 
 
In this set the question and the candidate answers have many prepositional phrases. Figure 
6.1:7 shows the system's output ranking. 
 
 
Question7:     Is the crown of Mary in the church of Utrecht made of gold? 
Pseudo-question7:   The crown of Mary in the church of Utrecht is made of gold. 
Maximum:   740  
 

 
Figure 6.1:7 Output for set 7 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are again reflected in the scores. Highest in rank is the case where there is 
extra information (1), but apart from that the grammatical relations are the same, then the case 
where there is information missing (2) and then the case where there is information missing 
and there is a difference in terms (3).  
 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
None 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
None 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
The fact that there is a grammatical relation missing in rank 2 is due to the fact that I did not 
incorporate a rule, that takes care of possessive of . If Mary in rank 2 has a golden crown, it is 
the golden crown of Mary. But in this sentence this would not help much, because the golden 
crown would be considered the possession of the statue of Mary. This again is a matter of  
world knowledge. We know that the Mary in this example is probably not a human of flesh 
and blood, but probably a statue. If we would replace Mary by the bride in the question and 
statue in rank 2 by bridesmaid,  the situation is different. Despite these inconsistencies the 
ranking is satisfactory. 
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SET 8 
 
This set was constructed to test the system's response to tricky direct / indirect answers. 
Figure 6.1:8 shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question8:    Was Kennedy president? 
Pseudo-question8:  Kennedy was president. 
Maximum:   260 
 

 
Figure 6.1:8 Output for set 8 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The fact that rank 1 scores higher than rank 2 is because there is a determiner in 2, which 
modifies a topic. The reason for this rule was illustrated in chapter 5 by the following example 
in which the determiner modifying the topic makes a big difference. 
 

Do dogs like carrots? 
Our dogs like carrots.  

 
However in the test set above the determiner the is not as distracting as in the example above. 
We could say this is inconsistent, but in the test set it is only a 1 point difference due to the 
effect of other rules. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
None 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
None 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
See under A.  
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SET 9   
 
The aim was again to test the system's response to direct/indirect answers. Figure 6.1:9 shows 
the system's output ranking 
 
Question9:    Is Greece interesting? 
Pseudo-question9:  Greece is interesting. 
Maximum:   260 
 

 
Figure 6.1:9 Output for set 9 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules seem to be reflected well in this set. Rank 2 has a different topic than the 
question and is hence given a lower score. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
None 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
None 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
Sentence number 3 involves inference which has not been incorporated in my system. If 
someone has an interesting time when visiting Greece, probably Greece was interesting, on 
the other hand it might as well have been the travelling party. 
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SET 10 
 
This set was constructed to test the system's response to WH-questions. Figure 6.1:10 shows 
the system's output ranking. 
 
Question10:    Who knows how to make apple pie? 
Pseudo-question10:  Who knows how to make apple pie. 
Maximum:   480 
 

 
Figure 6.1:10  Output for set 10 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are reflected in the scores 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
Who matches with anything, which is in the same grammatical relation.  
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The reason that rank 2 has a lower score is because make something as simple as apple pie is 
not understood as make apple pie, but as make something. Some element is different and the 
topics no longer match. A rule should be incorporated to take care of construction with as and 
such as. 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
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SET 11 
 
This set was also constructed to test the system's response to WH-questions. Figure 6.1:11 
shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question11:   What has been done to reduce global warming? 
Pseudo-question11: What has been done to reduce global warming. 
Maximum:  620 
 

 
Figure 6.1:11 Output for set 11 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are reflected in the scores apart from some mistakes. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
What matches with anything, that is in the same grammatical relation. 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The reason that 4 is scored far too low is because there is no |ncsubj| relation given back by 
the parser; a |subj| relation is given back instead. The system should be modified to treat  |subj| 
relations in the same way as |ncsubj| relations, however as I was not familiar with this 
phenomenon I decided not to change my system yet. 
 
The fact that the first answer scores quite low is because the systems cannot find a |dobj| 
relation between reduce and warming.  
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
None
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SET 12 
 
This set was also constructed to test the system's response to WH-questions. Figure 6.1:12 
shows the system's output ranking. 
 
 
Question12: What experiments have there been to measure the boiling point of 

water? 
Pseudo-question12:  There have been what experiments to measure the boiling point of 

water. 
Maximum: 900 
 

 
Figure 6.1:12 Output for set 12 
 

A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are reflected in the scores 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
same as under set 11 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
In rank 1 many is in a different grammatical relation to experiments, than what in the 
question. (|ncmod| versus |detmod|). No match is possible. 
 
The reason that rank 8 has such a low score is due to the fact that of water is attached to the 
verb by the parser instead of to the noun point.  
 
The system in not able to deal with inclusion like many liquids including water because this 
was not tackled within the project. 
  
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
Rank 1 seems to be a perfect answer to the question. But on the other hand, we can infer from 
the question, that the user might want to know more than this. He might like to retrieve an 
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example of such an experiment. However, to know that Smith measuring the boiling point of 
water is an experiment requires world knowledge. 
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SET 13 
 
This set was also constructed to test the system's response to WH-questions. Figure 6.1:13 
shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question13:   Who is the discoverer of America ? 
Pseudo-question13:  Who is the discoverer of America. 
Maximum:   420 

 
Figure 6.1:13  Output for set 13 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
Apart from the last 12 (see mistakes) the rank reflects the syntactic rules. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
same as under set 10 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
I did not incorporate a rule for verb nominalisation: discover > discoverer > discovery. 
 
That is the reason why the last 12 sentences are scored so low 
 
Rank 3 is an exception, because the construction is the discoverer of, matches better with is 
the person who discovered than with discovered. 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 

The fact that I have attached a lot of weight to the fact that tense must match is less 
satisfactory here, but again it is a matter of world knowledge. We know that this discovery 
has taken place in history. 
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SET 14 
 
This set was also constructed to test the system's response to WH-questions. Figure 6.1:14 
shows the system's output ranking. 
 
 
Question14:   Who discovered America? 
Pseudo-question14: Who discovered America. 
Max:   260 
 
 

 
Figure 6.1:14  Output for set 14 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
Apart from the last 6 (see mistakes) the rank reflects the syntactic rules. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
same as under set 10 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
same as under set 13 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
same as under set 13 
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 SET 15 
 
This set was also constructed to test the system's response to WH-questions. Figure 6.1:15 
shows the system's output ranking. 
 
Question15:  What is an aardvark ? 
Pseudo-question15: What is an aardvark. 
Maximum:  340 

 

 
Figure 6.1:15  Output for set 15 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
Apart from ranks 7 and 8 (see mistakes) the syntactic rules are reflected in the scores. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
same as under set 10 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
The parser gives aardvarks in ranks 7 and 8, the lemma aardvarks and the tag NP1, instead of 
the lemma aardvark and the tag NN2. Normally the singular-plural rule would have worked, 
but this mistake makes matching with aardvark (aardvark_NN1) in the question impossible.  
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 

None
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SET 16 
 
The answers in this set have conjunctions. 
 
Question16:   Are postcards made of cardboard? 
Pseudo-question16:  Postcards are made of cardboard. 
Maximum:  340 
 

 
Figure 6.1:16  Output for set 16 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
Difficulties because of the absence of coherence rules make the outcome less satisfactory. 
 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
same as in set 1 
 
 
C. Mistakes: 
  
see under A. 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 

None 
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6.2 Blind test evaluation 
 
 
The system was checked for stability at the end of development by a blind test. 
  
The first blind test consisted of a large number of candidate answers for a single question, so 
that the system's capacity to deal with a range of constructions could be tested. The second 
blind test consisted of a small candidate answer set, to make the effect of changing the 
question on the way the answers are ranked clear. 
 
Both sets included yes/no-questions and WH-questions. Apart from who- and what-questions, 
which were also represented in the test sets, more complex question words like how many, 
where and which + noun were included. Furthermore some of the construction were quite 
challenging.  
 
I will give the output of my system in figures and comment on salient points. I will conclude 
this chapter with a general evaluation.
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SET 1 
 
Question1:   Where is honey produced? 
Pseudo-question1: Honey is produced where. 
Maximum:  340 

 

 
Figure 6.2:1  Output for set 1 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are quite well reflected in the scores, but there are some mistakes. 
 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
Where can be matched with anything that is in the same grammatical relation. 
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C. Mistakes: 
 
The reason why rank 3 and 7 are at such high ranks is because of the rule under B. From 
nectar is in the same grammatical relation with produced as where. Q-types are needed to 
deal with this problem. 
 
Rank 9, 11 and 31 are not parsed correctly and thus they are not ranked very well in none of 
the sets. 
 
The phrase in their hives is attached to the noun bees with an |ncmod| relation in rank 14, 
which makes a match impossible between where and in their hives. 
 
Because synonymy was not incorporated in the system, the sentences with make are given low 
scores.  
 
As noted, nominalisation as in produce > production was not incorporated in the system. 
 
Ranks 30 and 32 require world knowledge and inference, which were not incorporated in the 
system. 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 

None 
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SET 2 
 
 
Question2:   Who makes honey? 
Pseudo-question2:  Who makes honey. 
Maximum:  260 
 

         Figure 6.2:2  Output for set 2 
 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are quite well reflected in the scores, but there are some mistakes. 
 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
Who can be matched with anything that is in the same grammatical relation. 
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C. Mistakes: 
 
One severe mistake is due to the lexical rule stated above. Who matches with anything, even 
with an empty slot. The passives that do not have an element in the subject position like 4, 6, 
7, 10 are given a far too high score. This is a serious mistake, because it is exactly this 
information that the user is asking for. However as serious as the mistake is, as simple is it to 
solve it. But because this is the blind test, corrections were not allowed. 
 
Synonymy was not incorporated and hence rank 14 is at a relatively high rank; there is no 
difference between sold and produced. 
 
Rank 27 is given such a low rank, because there is a |dobj| relation between produce and a lot, 
but not between produce and honey. 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
None 
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SET 3 
 
Question3:  Which countries produce honey? 
Pseudo-question3: Which countries produce honey. 
Maximum:  340  
 

 
 
Figure 6.2:3  Output for set 3 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are reflected in the scores. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
None 
 
C. Mistakes: 
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Rank 15 should be ranked higher, but the fact that many has a different grammatical relation 
to countries than which makes this impossible: There is a relation with a topic missing and 
there is another relation extra. 
 
Again the absence of a synonymy component is the reason that 20 and 25 are given a low 
score. 
 
Again the inability to deal with nominalisation is the reason for the fact that 28 is given a low 
score. 
 
It would also require world knowledge to know that Mexico an Australia are countries. 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
None. 
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SET 4 
 
Question4:  Mexico produces honey? 
Pseudo-question4: Mexico produces honey. 
Maximum:  260.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 6.2:4  Output for set 4 

 
A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
The syntactic rules are reflected in the scores. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
None 
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C. Mistakes: 
 
To be able to rank sentences 13, 28 and 29 higher, world knowledge inference and 
nominalisation rules are required. 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
None 
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SET 5 
 
Question5:  What is honey made from? 
Pseudo-question5: Honey is made from what. 
Maximum:  400  
 

 
 

Figure 6.2:5  Output for set 5 
 
The question was not parsed correctly. (What is attached to made as a indirect object.) And I 
was not able to construct a pseudo-question that would be parsed well. The only thing I could 
do was to use the following pseudo-question: 
 

Honey is made from dummy. 
 

But because this is not in accordance with the way I constructed the other pseudo-questions I 
decided not to do that. Hence, there is not much to say about the output. 
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SET 6 
 
Question6:  Where do people produce honey? 
Pseudo-question6: People produce honey where. 
Maximum:  260.  
 
 

 
Figure 6.2:6  Output for set 6 

 
Unlike the question in set 1, which is almost similar, the question was not parsed correctly 
and I was not able to construct a pseudo-question that would not cause parsing problems. 
Hence, there is not much to say about the output. 
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Blind test 2 
 
To make the effect of changing the question on the ranking clear all sets are presented in one 
figure 5.2.2:1 
 

 
 

Figure 6.2.2:1: The output for sets 1-5 
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A. Syntactic rules reflected in scores 
 
Apart from sets 4 and 5 (see mistakes) the scores reflect the syntactic rules very well. 
 
B. Lexical rules reflected in scores  
 
Lexical  rules for who, what, anyone, regularly as before. 
 
C. Mistakes: 
 
Ranks 4 and 5 in set 1 should be ranked higher than 3. The reason for this inconsitency is the 
fact that no object relation is constructed in neither answers. For rank 4 coreference is needed, 
rank 5 was not parsed correctly. These answers are hence not given a proper score in all sets.  
 

The questions in sets 4 and 5 are problematic for different reasons. Question 5 is not parsed 
correctly and it is not possible to construct a pseudo-question, which expresses the same 
thought, that can be parsed. Question 4 is problematic, because it requires inference to 
understand that races in which people row are rowing races. No |mod| relation is given for 
rowing and races, as is done for the question in set 1. That's why the horse races are at the 
first position in set 5. 
 
 
D. Inconsistencies: 
 
None 
 
 
 
 
 

General Evaluation 
 
 
 
We can conclude that the use of pseudo-questions is problematic in a number of ways: 
Firstly, the fact that the pseudo-questions are constructed by hand increases the probability of 
mistakes and bias. Secondly, the strategy to change the order of the question, but to keep the 
question words is not waterproof, because the question words affect the output of the parser. 
However, to use a noun, like dummy, instead would result in more bias an more mistakes in a 
number of situations. For example, in dummy for where gives too much information. Thirdly, 
in some cases it was not possible to construct a pseudo-question. 
 
Furthermore, Q-types and coreference would improve the scoring, but in a number of cases 
the output of the system is quite good even without this information. The system, the fact that 
it is based on grammatical relation seems to account for this problem in some cases.   
 
For some sentences world knowledge and inference are required.   
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Conclusion 
 
 

In this project a system was developed that ranks brief answer passages as a response to a 

question. The idea was to build a system that is more refined than simple term matching, yet 

more hospitable, though less refined than direct question answering. The sentence structure of 

both the query and the candidate answer passages is used to rank answer passages according 

to their likelihood of being of interest for the person who asked the question. I decided to use 

grammatical relations instead of conventional parse trees to do the matching between question 

and candidate answer. To make the matching easier, to cope with alternative expression on 

the surface level,  I decided to use variation generation on the grammatical relations. A 

scoring algorithm using scoring rules, based on my intuition of what a user might find helpful 

as a response to a question, was applied. The candidate answers were ranked according to the 

score they received. 

 

The idea of  ranking answer passages according to their likelihood of being of interest to the 

person who asked the question, instead of retrieving one single answer, puts the task of 

question answering in a new perspective. In this project this approach was implemented and 

tested and it has proved to be an interesting and useful way of dealing with a user's query. Not 

only does it give a way out when the information is too deep, but it also deals with the fact 

that we cannot know what it is exactly that the user wants to know. The question might have 

an ambiguous syntactic form, but on the other hand  questions are often semantically 

ambiguous, unclear, and inherently incomplete simply because we cannot look into the head 

of the user. Moreover I doubt whether it is absolutely true that the best answer to a user's 

question in all cases would be the literal translation of this question into the declarative and 

nothing more. As can be seen from for example set 1, though the literal translation of the 

question into the declarative is the top ranked answer, the following 10 answers can be of 

interest to the user as well. In most tests the answers in the first half of the ranked list of 

candidate answers were indeed most likely to be of interest to the user and all had some sort 

of contribution to make to the fulfilling of the user's request for information.   

 

The use of grammatical relations was very convenient for this task. The grammatical relations 

have a lot of information incorporated into either tags to the lemmas or slots in the relation 

itself,  which would normally still have to be retrieved from the parse trees. For example the 
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passive is identified by a |obj| in the last slot of the |ncsubj| grammatical relation that identifies 

the subject verb relation. Furthermore number and tense information are attached to the 

lemmas of the word: For example |make_VV0| for make, |make_VVD| for made and 

|make_VVZ| for makes. The grammatical relations provided me with the kind of 

semantically-oriented information that was very useful for this task. Furthermore the structure 

of the grammatical relations was very well suited to be used in matching functions and easy to 

manipulate for the goal of variation generation. 

 

The idea of variation generation emerged as a result of the structure of the grammatical 

relations. It proved to be a simple but very adequate way of dealing with variations at the 

surface level. One big advantage is that no information needs to be dicarded. The alternative, 

to construct one normalized form for all variations would probably lose useful surface 

information. A choice has to be made about which information to keep and to consider as 

being part of the deep structure and what information to discard. In my opinion such an 

operation is very dangerous. For example, a very common normalisation is the normalisation 

from passive to active form. However by doing this some information is clearly lost. For 

example the change in focus between  Pat killed John and  John was killed by Pat will be lost 

unless it is attached as an extra feature. When variations are used instead of one normalized 

form, one can still decide to use the information that gives subtle changes in the meaning of a 

sentence. A disadvantage of this approach is that for each candidate answer several 

comparisons have to be done for all combinations of the variations of question and answer 

instead of one comparison between both normalized forms.  

 

The theory behind the scoring algorithm, the way topics are matched and the scoring 

hierarchy, introduced in chapter 5, is generally well reflected in the scores attached to the 

candidate answers and in my opinion the scores reflect the likelihood of the answer being of 

interest to the person who asked the question. As noted, far more tests would be needed to be 

able to attach weight in a more subtle way to the differences appearing. For example I have 

attached quite a lot of weight to the fact that topics must match and hardly any weight at all to 

the fact that the nouns should share the same number, but more tests should be carried out to 

see if these rules generally operate in a suitable way. Because the weighting in my scoring 

algorithm is based on my intuition and the exploration of some examples, I could very easily 

end up giving a wrong score to constructions that are very common, because my assumptions 

are based on exceptional cases.  
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The use of pseudo-questions was in a number of cases problematic for reasons explained in 

chapter 6. An implementation of a parser that is able to parse questions in combination with 

the parser used in this project would have been more interesting. If a grammatical relation 

output could be constructed for the question, in which the question word is placed in the 

correct grammatical relation, it could be tested if the grammatical relation output is able to 

replace the need for question types.  

 

If more time had been available I would have liked to try using decision trees instead of flat 

variation lists. I would hope to be able to deal with conjunction better in that way and on the 

whole to arrive at a more efficient way of computing a score. 

 

Furthermore, in order to establish general preferences and to gain a more balanced weighting 

scheme for the scoring algorithm I would have liked to do tests with real users. Some of the 

inconsistencies found could perhaps be resolved by such tests.  

 

 

We can end this chapter with the following conclusions: 

 

� The idea to build a system that is more hospitable, though less refined than direct 

question answering, using sentence structure of both the query and the candidate 

answer to rank answer passages according to their likelihood of being of interest to the 

person who asked the question, has proved to be an interesting and useful way of 

approaching the task of question answering. 

 

� The use of grammatical relations was very convenient for this task, for several 

reasons: First, the grammatical relations had a lot information incorporated into either 

tags to the lemmas or slots in the relation itself; Second,  the structure of the 

grammatical relations was very well suited to use in matching functions and easy to 

manipulate for the goal of variation generation. 

 

� The idea of variation generation had the advantage of being a very simple way of 

dealing with variation on the surface level that does not discard any information. On 

the other hand it makes computation longer. 
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Code listing 
 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;READ-IN OUTPUT;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: read in the output file from the parser 
;;INPUT: file in "/local/scratch/mlelv2/..." 
;;OUTPUT: the file read in to a special variable *output* 
 
(defun read-output (output-file) 
  (setf *output* nil) 
  (with-open-file (istream output-file :direction :input) 
  (loop (let ((expression (read istream nil :eof))) 
  (when (eql expression :eof) 
    (return)) 
    (push expression *output*))))) 
 
 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;READ-IN OUTPUT > DO ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(read-output "/local/scratch/mlelv2/nlip-test2.out") 
(setf *actoutput* (reverse *output*)) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; STRUCTURE OUTPUT ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;special variables;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(setf *bin* '( |File|  |T/frag| |T/txt-sc1/---| )) 
(setf *gramm-relations* '( |ncsubj| |iobj| |aux| |dobj| |ncmod| 
|mod||arg_mod| |arg| |conj| |ncmod| |xmod| |cmod| |detmod| 
|subj_or_dobj||subj| |comp| |xsubj| |csubj| |obj| |clausal| |obj2| |xcomp| 
|ccomp| )) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: counts the number of candidate answers 
;;INPUT: *actoutput* 
;;OUTPUT: count 
 
(defun count-sentences (output) 
  (let ((result 0)) 
    (dolist (element output result) 
      (when (not (equal element '------)) 
        (when (and (not (member (first element) *GRAMM-RELATIONS*)) 
                   (not (member (first element) *bin*))) 
  (setf result (+ result 1))))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: makes sure that the array is empty 
;;INPUT: candidate answers (CA) array  
;;OUTPUT: empty array of length number of sentences 
 
(defun empty-array (c-array) 
  (dotimes (i (array-total-size c-array)) 
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    (setf (row-major-aref c-array i) nil))) 
 
 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: Fills in the array with the grammatical relation (gr. rels) 
;;info 
;;INPUT: *actoutput* 
;;OUTPUT: array with gr. relations 
 
(defun fill-in-CA-array-gr (output) 
  (let ((count -1)) 
    (dolist (element output count) 
      (when (not (equal element '------)) 
(when (not (member (first element) *bin*)) 
  (progn (when (not (member (first element) 
                            *GRAMM-RELATIONS*))(setf count (+ 
count 1))) 
    (when (member (first element) *GRAMM-RELATIONS*) 
      (progn 
        (push element (aref candidate-answers count)))))))))) 
 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: puts that grammatical relation info together in a list 
;;INPUT: candidate answers array 
;;OUTPUT: list of grammatical relations 
 
(defun gr-in-list (c-array) 
  (dotimes (i (array-total-size c-array)) 
    (setf (row-major-aref c-array i)  
      (list (row-major-aref c-array i))))) 
 
 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: adds the candidate answers 
;;INPUT: *actoutput* 
;;OUTPUT: candidate answers array with sentences added. 
 
(defun fill-in-CA-array (output) 
  (let ((count 0)) 
    (dolist (element output count) 
      (when (not (equal element '------)) 
        (when (and (not (member (first element)  
                                *GRAMM-RELATIONS*)) 
                   (not (member (first element) *bin*))) 
          (progn 
            (push element (aref candidate-answers count)) 
            (setf count (+ count 1)))))))) 
 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;STRUCTURE > DO ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;  
 
(setf candidate-answers  
  (make-array (count-sentences *actoutput*))) 
(empty-array candidate-answers) 
(fill-in-CA-array-gr *actoutput*) 
(gr-in-list candidate-answers) 
(fill-in-ca-array *actoutput*) 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; TOPIC-EXTRACTION ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: sub-function that finds the topic of the question (Q) 
;;INPUT: list of gr. relations of one sentence 
;;OUTPUT: topic of the sentence 
 
(defun find-topic (gr-list) 
  (let ((*topic* ())) 
    (dolist (element gr-list *topic*) 
      (cond  ((equal (first element) '|ncsubj|) 
              (setf *topic*  
                (cons (string-right-trim  
                       "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D Q S G I O |"  
                       (third element))  
                      *topic*))) 
            ((equal (first element) '|dobj|) 
             (setf *topic*  
               (cons (string-right-trim 
                      "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D Q S G I O |"  
                      (third element))  
                    *topic*))) 
            ((equal (first element) '|xcomp|) 
             (setf *topic*  
               (cons (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Q S D Z G I O |"  
                      (fourth element))  
                     *topic*))))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: sub-function that finds the topic of the candidate answer 
;;INPUT: list of gr. relations of one candidate answer 
;;OUTPUT: topic of the candidate answer  
 
 (defun find-topic-ca (gr-list) 
  (let ((*topic-ca* ())) 
    (dolist (element gr-list *topic-ca*) 
      (cond ((equal (first element) '|ncsubj|) 
             (setf *topic-ca*  
               (cons (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                      (third element))  
                     *topic-ca*))) 
            ((equal (first element) '|dobj|) 
             (setf *topic-ca*  
               (cons (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                      (third element))  
                     *topic-ca*))) 
            ((equal (first element) '|xcomp|) 
             (setf *topic-ca*  
               (cons (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D Q S G I O |"  
                      (fourth element)) 
                     *topic-ca*))))))) 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; VARIATION ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;;; VARIATION  > PASSIVE-ACTIVE > CHANGE TAGS OF MAIN VERB ;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: general function to get at a specific gr. relation 
;;INPUT: name of a gr. relation and a list of all gr. relations  
;;plus one more slot of info in case of ambiguity and the position  
;;of that slot  
;;OUTPUT: complete gr. relation 
 
(defun get-gr-relation (name gr-list extra position) 
  (let ((result nil)) 
    (dolist (element gr-list result) 
      (when (and (equal (first element) name) 
                 (equal (elt element position) extra)) 
        (setf result (cons element result)))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: changes the verb in the passive form of a sentence to 
;;have the appropriate tags for the active form 
;;INPUT the old verb and a list of grammatical relations 
;;OUTPUT: the new verb. 
 
(defun make-new-verb (*oldverb* gr-list) 
  (let ((aux-verb  
         (string  
          (fourth (first (get-gr-relation  
                          '|aux| gr-list *oldverb* 2)))))) 
    (progn    
      (setf *newverb* *oldverb*) 
      (cond ((equal (char aux-verb (- (length aux-verb) 2)) 
                    (character 'D)) 
             (setf *newverb*  
               (substitute (character 'D) (character 'N)  
                           (string *newverb*)  
                           :start (- (length (string *newverb*)) 1)  
                           :end (- (length (string *newverb*)) 0)))) 
            ((equal (char aux-verb (- (length aux-verb) 2)) 
                    (character 'B)) 
             (setf *newverb*  
               (substitute #\0 (character 'N) (string *newverb*)   
                           :start (- (length (string *newverb*)) 1) 
                           :end (- (length (string *newverb*)) 0)))) 
            (t (setf *newverb* nil)))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: replaces the old verb with the new verb 
;;INPUT: old verb new verb and a list of grammatical relations 
;;OUTPUT: the whole list with grammatical relations 
;;with the old verb replaced by the new verb 
 
(defun replace-old-verb (*oldverb* *newverb* gr-list) 
  (subst  *newverb* *oldverb* gr-list))  
 
;;;;;;;; VARIATION > PASSIVE-ACTIVE > PRONOUNS;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: deals with the cases when there is change in the 
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;;grammatical case of pronoun involved in the passive-active  
;;conversion. He was kissed by her >  She was kissed by him 
;;INPUT one single grammatical relation 
;;OUTPUT the transformed case of the pronoun 
 
 
(defun if-pronoun (gr-rel) 
  (progn  
    (setf pronoun (string (get-pronoun gr-rel))) 
      (when (> (length pronoun) 5) 
        (cond  
         ((and (equal (char pronoun (- (length pronoun) 2)) 
                      (character 'O)) 
               (equal (char pronoun (- (length pronoun) 5))  
                      (character 'P))) 
          (substitute (character 'S) (character 'O) pronoun  
                      :start (- (length pronoun) 2)  
                      :end (- (length pronoun) 1))) 
         ((and (equal (char pronoun (- (length pronoun) 2))  
                      (character 'S)) 
               (equal (char pronoun (- (length pronoun) 5))  
                      (character 'P)))  
          (substitute (character 'O) (character 'S) pronoun  
                      :start (- (length pronoun) 2)  
                      :end (- (length pronoun) 1))) 
         (t (setf pronoun pronoun)))))) 
 
;;FUNCTION subfunction of if-pronoun, to get the pronoun 
;;in the grammatical relation 
;;INPUT single grammatical relation 
;;OUTPUT string that holds the pronoun 
 
(defun get-pronoun (gr-rel) 
  (let ((pronoun nil)) 
    (dolist (element gr-rel pronoun) 
      (when (> (length (string element)) 5) 
        (if (equal (char (string element)  
                         (- (length (string element)) 5))  
                   (character 'P)) 
            (setf pronoun element) 
          (setf pronoun pronoun)))))) 
 
 
;;;;;;;; VARIATION > PASSIVE-ACTIVE > ACTUAL RULE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: variation rule for the case that there is a by-phrase 
;;INPUT: list of gr. relations of one sentence 
;;OUTPUT: either nothing or a newly constructed |ncsubj| gr. relation 
 
(defun passive-active1 (gr-list)     
  (let ((result nil))       
    (dolist (element gr-list result)  
      (when (and (equal (first element) '|iobj|)  
                 (equal (second element) '|by_II|)) 
        (progn (push '|ncsubj| result) 
          (push (third element) result) 
          (push (if-pronoun element) result) 
          (setf result (reverse (push '_ result))) 
          (return result)))))) 
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;;FUNCTION: variation rule for the case that  
;;there is a gr.relation 
;;with a |ncsubj| in the first position and a |obj| in the last 
;;INPUT: list of gr. relations of one sentence 
;;OUTPUT: either nothing or a newly constructed |dobj| gr. relation 
 
(defun passive-active2 (gr-list) 
  (progn 
    (setf *oldverb* nil) 
    (let ((result nil))       
      (dolist (element gr-list result)  
        (when (and (equal (first element) '|ncsubj|) 
                   (equal (fourth element) '|obj|)) 
          (progn (push '|dobj| result) 
            (push (second element) result) 
            (setf *oldverb* (second element)) 
            (push (third element) result) 
            (setf result (reverse (push '_ result))) 
            (return result)))))))        
 
 
;;FUNCTION combines passive-active1 and passive-active2. It accounts 
;;for cases where passive-active1 and 2 are both nil, passive-active2 
;;is nil and 1 is non-nil. In these cases a nil is received. These are  
;;no passives. In the case where both are non-nil a full active gr.rels 
;;counterpart can be constructed. In the case where passive-active2 is  
;;non-nil and 1 nil an incomplete active form can be constructed. One  
;;in which the slot for the subject will be empty. 
;;INPUT: complete list: sentence + list of gr. relations of one candidate 
;;answer 
;;OUTPUT: either nil or a list of the newly constructed active  
;;gr. relations with the leftover gr. relations appended to it. 
;;Result is a list of the gr. relations of the sentence if it had been 
;;active  
 
 
(defun passive-active (complete-list) 
  (progn  
    (let (( *a* nil)) 
      (cond ((and  
              (not (equal (passive-active1  
                           (second complete-list)) nil)) 
              (not (equal (passive-active2  
                           (second complete-list)) nil))) 
             (progn  
               (setf *a* (leftover (second complete-list))) 
               (append *a*  
                       (cons (passive-active1  
                              (second complete-list))  
                             (list (passive-active2  
                                    (second complete-list)))))))                       
            ((and (not (equal (passive-active1  
                               (second complete-list)) nil)) 
                  (equal (passive-active2  
                          (second complete-list)) nil)) 
             nil) 
            ((and (equal (passive-active1  
                          (second complete-list)) nil) 
                  (equal (passive-active2  
                          (second complete-list)) nil)) 
             nil) 
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            ((and (equal (passive-active1  
                          (second complete-list)) nil) 
                  (not (equal (passive-active2  
                               (second complete-list)) nil))) 
             (progn (setf *a*  (push '|ncsubj| *a*))  
               (setf *a* (push (second  
                                (passive-active2  
                                 (second complete-list))) *a*)) 
               (setf *a* (push '_a *a*)) 
               (setf *a*  
                 (append  
                  (cons  
                   (reverse (push '_ *a*))  
                   (list (passive-active2  
                          (second complete-list))))  
                  (leftover (second complete-list)))))))))) 
 
;;FUNCTION: gets the gr. relations that stay the same in the  
;;active form of the sentence 
;;INPUT: list of gr. relations of one candidate answer 
;;OUTPUT: list of neutral gr. relations of one candidate answer 
 
(defun leftover (gr-list) 
  (let ((result gr-list))  
    (dolist (element gr-list result) 
      (when (or (and (equal (first element) '|iobj|)  
                     (equal (second element) '|by_II|)) 
                (and (equal (first element) '|ncsubj|) 
                     (equal (fourth element) '|obj|)) 
                (equal (first element) '|aux| )) 
        (setf result (remove element result)))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: goes through the array of candidate answers and applies  
;;the passive-active function  
;;to each element and appends the result to each element 
;;INPUT: array of candidate answers 
;;OUTPUT: array of candidate answers with result of passive-active appended 
;;to it 
 
(defun passive-active-total (complete-list) 
  (if (not (equal (passive-active complete-list) nil)) 
      (setf *a*  
        (replace-old-verb 
         *oldverb*  
         (make-new-verb *oldverb*  
                        (second complete-list)) 
         (passive-active complete-list))) 
    (setf *a* nil))) 
 
 
;;example of element in array after variations are added: 
;; ((|postcards| |are| |made| |of| |cardboard|) 
;; ((|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|)  
;;  (|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN|) 
;;  (|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|)) 
;; ((|ncsubj| (|make_VVN|) _)  
;;  (|dobj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| _) 
;;  (|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN|))) 
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;;;;;;;; VARIATION  > PASSIVE-ACTIVE > QUESTION ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: if the question is in the passive form this function  
;;attaches an active form to it + it finds the topic of the sentence 
;;INPUT: complete list of question 
;;OUTPUT: complete list of question + passive attached to it 
 
 
(defun passive-active-q (question) 
  (if (not (equal (passive-active question) nil)) 
      (progn 
        (setf *normquestion* (list (second question))) 
        (setf *newverb* (make-new-verb *oldverb* (second question))) 
        (setf *normquestion*  
          (list (push (replace-old-verb 
                       *oldverb* *newverb*  
                       (passive-active question)) *normquestion*))) 
        (setf *question* (push (first question) *normquestion*)))      
    (setf question question))) 
 
 
;;;;;;;; VARIATION  > MADE-OF-RULE ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: variation-rule  
;;INPUT: a list of grammatical relations  
;;OUTPUT: a variation of that list 
 
(defun made-of-total (gr-list)  
  (progn 
    (setf *b* nil) 
    (let ((result nil))       
      (dolist (element gr-list result)  
        (if (and (equal (first element) '|iobj|)  
                 (equal (second element) '|of_II|)                    
                 (string-equal  
                  (string-right-trim  
                   "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O 0 Q S|"  
                   (third element)) 
                  "make_" )) 
            (progn  
              (setf *b* element) 
              (push '|ncmod| result) 
              (push '|of_IO| result) 
              (push (made-of2 gr-list) result) 
              (push (fourth element) result) 
              (setf result (reverse result)) 
              (setf result  
                (cons result (remove element gr-list)))) 
          (setf result result)))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: sub-function of variation-rule, to get the element that is 
;;needed for the third element of the  
;;|ncmod| relation in made-of-total  
;;INPUT: a list of grammatical relations  
;;OUTPUT: the third element of the |ncsubj| relation 
 
 
(defun made-of2 (gr-list)     
  (let ((result nil))  
    (cond ((equal (third *b*) 
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                  (second  
                   (first (get-gr-relation  
                           '|dobj| gr-list (third *b*) 1)))) 
           (setf result  
             (third (first (get-gr-relation 
                            '|dobj| gr-list (third *b*) 1))))) 
          ((and  
            (equal (third *b*) 
                   (second  
                    (first (get-gr-relation  
                            '|ncsubj| gr-list (third *b*) 1)))) 
            (equal (fourth (first (get-gr-relation  
                                   '|ncsubj| gr-list '|obj| 3))) 
                   '|obj|)) 
           (setf result  
             (third (first (get-gr-relation  
                            '|ncsubj| gr-list (third *b*) 1))))) 
          (t (setf result result))))) 
 
;;;;;;;; VARIATION  > MADE-OF > QUESTION ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: the same variation function but for the question  
;;INPUT: a list of grammatical relations  
;;OUTPUT: a variation of that list 
  
(defun made-of-q (question) 
  (setf *made-of-norm-q* nil)  
  (let ((result nil) 
        (lis (second question))) 
    (progn 
      (if (listp (first (first (second question)))) 
          (progn  
            (dolist (element lis result) 
              (if (not (equal (made-of-total element) nil)) 
                  (setf *made-of-norm-q*  
                    (cons (made-of-total element)  
                          *made-of-norm-q*)) 
                (setf *MADE-OF-NORM-q* *MADE-OF-NORM-q*))) 
            (when (not (equal *made-of-norm-q* nil)) 
              (setf *question*  
                (cons (first question) 
                      (list (append *made-of-norm-q*  
                                    (second question))))))) 
        (if (not (equal (made-of-total (second question)) nil)) 
            (progn 
              (setf *made-of-norm-q*  
                (cons (made-of-total (second question)) 
                      *made-of-norm-q*)) 
              (when (not (equal *made-of-norm-q* nil)) 
                (setf *question*  
                  (cons (first question) 
                        (list  
                         (append *made-of-norm-q*  
                                 (list (second question)))))))) 
          (setf *MADE-OF-NORM-q* *MADE-OF-NORM-q*)))))) 
 
;;;;;;;;;VARIATION  > |NCSUBJ|/|XCOMP|-RULE ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: a sub-function of the variation rule under xcomp/ncsubj-total 
;;INPUT: a list of grammatical relations  
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;;OUTPUT: particular grammatical relations needed 
 
(defun xcomp/ncsubj (gr-list) 
  (setf *xcomp* nil) 
  (setf *ncsubj* nil) 
  (setf *totalxcomp/ncsubj nil) 
  (if (and (not (equal  
                 (get-gr-relation '|ncsubj| gr-list '|ncsubj| 0)  
                 nil)) 
           (not (equal  
                 (get-gr-relation 
                  '|xcomp| gr-list  
                  (second (first (get-gr-relation  
                                  '|ncsubj| gr-list 
                                  '|ncsubj| 0))) 2) nil)) 
           (equal  
            (fourth  
             (get-gr-relation  
              '|detmod| gr-list 
              (fourth  
               (first (get-gr-relation  
                       '|xcomp| gr-list 
                       (second  
                        (first (get-gr-relation  
                                '|ncsubj| gr-list  
                                '|ncsubj| 0))) 2))) 2)) '|the_AT|)) 
      (progn 
        (setf *xcomp*  
          (list (third (first (get-gr-relation  
                               '|ncsubj| gr-list  
                               '|ncsubj| 0))))) 
        (setf *xcomp*  
          (push (second (first (get-gr-relation  
                                '|ncsubj| gr-list  
                                '|ncsubj| 0))) *xcomp*)) 
        (setf *xcomp* (push '_ *xcomp*)) 
        (setf *xcomp* (push '|xcomp| *xcomp*)) 
        (setf *ncsubj* (list '_)) 
        (setf *ncsubj*  
          (push (fourth (first (get-gr-relation  
                                '|xcomp| gr-list  
                                '|xcomp| 0))) *ncsubj*)) 
        (setf *ncsubj*  
          (push (third (first (get-gr-relation  
                               '|xcomp| gr-list  
                               '|xcomp| 0))) *ncsubj*)) 
        (setf *ncsubj* (push '|ncsubj| *ncsubj*)) 
        (setf *totalxcomp/ncsubj*  
          (remove  
           (first (get-gr-relation  
                   '|ncsubj| gr-list '|ncsubj| 0))  gr-list)) 
        (setf *totalxcomp/ncsubj*  
          (remove  
           (first (get-gr-relation  
                   '|xcomp| gr-list '|xcomp| 0))  gr-list)) 
        (setf *totalxcomp/ncsubj*  
          (cons *xcomp* *totalxcomp/ncsubj*)) 
        (setf *totalxcomp/ncsubj*  
          (cons *ncsubj* *totalxcomp/ncsubj*))))) 
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;;FUNCTION: actual function of variation-rule  
;;INPUT: a list of grammatical relations  
;;OUTPUT: a variation of that list 
 
(defun xcomp/ncsubj-total (gr-list) 
  (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm* nil) 
  (if (listp (first (first gr-list))) 
      (let ((result nil)) 
        (dolist (element gr-list result) 
          (if (not (equal (xcomp/ncsubj element) nil)) 
              (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm*  
                (cons (xcomp/ncsubj element)  
                      *xcomp/ncsubj-norm*)) 
            (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm* *xcomp/ncsubj-norm*)))) 
    (if (not (equal (xcomp/ncsubj gr-list) nil)) 
        (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm*  
          (cons (xcomp/ncsubj gr-list)  
                *xcomp/ncsubj-norm*)) 
      (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm* *xcomp/ncsubj-norm*)))) 
 
;;;;;;;; VARIATION  > XCOMP/NCSUBJ > QUESTION ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: the same variation function but for the question  
;;INPUT: a list of grammatical relations  
;;OUTPUT: a variation of that list 
 
(defun xcomp/ncsubj-q (question) 
  (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q* nil)  
  (let ((result nil) 
        (lis (second question))) 
    (progn 
      (if (listp (first (first (second question)))) 
          (progn  
            (dolist (element lis result) 
              (if (not (equal (xcomp/ncsubj element) nil)) 
                  (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*  
                    (cons (xcomp/ncsubj element) 
                          *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*)) 
                (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*  
                  *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*))) 
            (when (not (equal *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q* nil)) 
              (setf *question*  
                (cons (first question) 
                      (list (append  
                             *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*  
                             (second question))))))) 
        (if (not (equal (xcomp/ncsubj (second question))  
                        nil)) 
            (progn  
              (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*  
                (cons (xcomp/ncsubj (second question)) 
                      *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*)) 
              (when (not (equal *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q* nil)) 
                (setf *question* 
                  (cons (first question) 
                        (list  
                         (append 
                          *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*  
                              (list (second question)))))))) 
          (setf *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q* *xcomp/ncsubj-norm-q*)))))) 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;; VARIATION  > MAIN FUNCTIONS ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: variation function that goes through the whole array 
;;INPUT: the grammatical relations array  
;;OUTPUT: the grammatical relations array with variations attached 
 
(defun passive-active-array (ca-array) 
  (progn 
    (setf *norm* nil) 
    (dotimes (i (array-total-size ca-array)) 
      (cond ((not (equal (passive-active-total  
                          (row-major-aref ca-array i)) nil)) 
             (progn 
               (setf *norm*  
                 (list (second (row-major-aref ca-array i)))) 
               (setf *norm* (cons  
                             (passive-active-total  
                              (row-major-aref ca-array i))  
                             *norm*)) 
               (setf (row-major-aref ca-array i)  
                 (cons (first (row-major-aref ca-array i))  
                       (list *norm*))))) 
            ((equal (passive-active-total  
                     (row-major-aref ca-array i)) nil) 
             (setf (row-major-aref ca-array i)  
               (row-major-aref ca-array i))))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: variation function that goes through the whole array 
;;INPUT: the grammatical relations array  
;;OUTPUT: the grammatical relations array with variations attached 
 
(defun made-of-array (ca-array) 
  (dotimes (i (array-total-size ca-array)) 
    (setf *made-of-norm* nil)  
    (let ((result nil) 
          (lis (second (row-major-aref ca-array i)))) 
      (if (listp (first (first lis))) 
          (progn  
            (dolist (element lis result) 
              (if (not (equal (made-of-total element) nil)) 
                  (setf *made-of-norm*  
                    (cons (made-of-total element)  
                          *made-of-norm*)) 
                (setf *MADE-OF-NORM* *MADE-OF-NORM*))) 
            (when (not (equal *made-of-norm* nil)) 
              (setf (row-major-aref ca-array i)  
                (cons (first (row-major-aref ca-array i)) 
                      (list  
                       (append  
                        *made-of-norm*  
                        (second (row-major-aref ca-array i)))))))) 
        (if (not (equal (made-of-total lis) nil)) 
            (progn  
              (setf *made-of-norm*  
                (cons (made-of-total lis) *made-of-norm*)) 
              (when (not (equal *made-of-norm* nil)) 
                (setf (row-major-aref ca-array i)  
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                  (cons (first (row-major-aref ca-array i)) 
                        (list  
                         (append  
                          *made-of-norm*  
                          (list  
                           (second  
                            (row-major-aref ca-array i))))))))) 
          (setf *MADE-OF-NORM* *MADE-OF-NORM*)))))) 
 
;;FUNCTION: variation function that goes through the whole array 
;;INPUT: the grammatical relations array  
;;OUTPUT: the grammatical relations array with variations attached 
 
(defun xcomp/ncsubj-array (ca-array) 
  (dotimes (i (array-total-size ca-array)) 
    (when (not (equal (xcomp/ncsubj-total  
                       (second (row-major-aref ca-array i))) nil)) 
      (progn  
        (setf *a*  
          (list (append (xcomp/ncsubj-total  
                         (second (row-major-aref ca-array i)))  
                        (list (second  
                               (row-major-aref ca-array i)))))) 
        (setf (row-major-aref ca-array i) 
          (cons (first (row-major-aref ca-array i)) *a*)))))) 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;; NORMALIZE > DO!!! ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(setf *question* (aref candidate-answers 0)) 
(passive-active-q *question*) 
(made-of-q *question*) 
(xcomp/ncsubj-q *question*) 
(passive-active-array candidate-answers) 
(made-of-array candidate-answers) 
(xcomp/ncsubj-array candidate-answers) 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; MATCHING ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; MATCHING > TOPIC-SUBFUNCTIONS ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: this function checks how many topics of Q and CA match 
;;INPUT: the topics 
;;OUTPUT: a count 
 
(defun score-topics-match (topics-q topics-ca) 
  (let ((result 0) 
        (score 0)) 
    (if (> (length topics-q) 1) 
        (progn  
          (dolist (element topics-q result) 
            (cond ((or (member element topics-ca  
                               :test #'string-equal) 
                       (string-equal element  "who_" ) 
                       (string-equal element  "what_" ) 
                       (string-equal element  "_A" ) 
                       (string-equal element  "somebody_") 
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                       (string-equal element  "someone_") 
                       (string-equal element  "something_")) 
                   (setf score (+ score 1))) 
                  (t (setf score score ))))                 
          (setf result (/ score (length topics-q)))) 
      (cond ((or (member (first topics-q) topics-ca  
                         : test #'string-equal) 
                 (string-equal (first topics-q)  "who_" ) 
                 (string-equal (first topics-q)  "what_" ) 
                 (string-equal (first topics-q) "_A" ) 
                 (string-equal (first topics-q)  "somebody_") 
                 (string-equal (first topics-q)  "someone_") 
                 (string-equal (first topics-q)  "something_")) 
             (setf score (+ score 1))) 
            (t (setf score score)))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: this function checks if a specific item is part of  
;;the list of topics 
;;INPUT: the item and the list of topics 
;;OUTPUT: a count 
 
(defun score-match-item-one-of-topics (item topic) 
  (let ((result 0)) 
    (if (> (length topic) 1) 
        (dolist (element topic result) 
          (if (string-equal  
               element  
               (string-right-trim  
                "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S $|"  
                item)) 
              (setf result (+ result 1)) 
            (setf result result))) 
      (if (string-equal  
           (first topic)  
           (string-right-trim  
            "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S $ |"  
            item)) 
          (setf result (+ result 1)) 
        (setf result result))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: this function checks if a specific item is part of  
;;the list of topics 
;;INPUT: the item and the list of topics 
;;OUTPUT: t/nil 
 
(defun match-item-one-of-topics (item topic) 
  (when (> (score-match-item-one-of-topics item topic) 0) 
    t)) 
 
 
 
;;;;;;;; MATCHING > FIND THE BEST MATCHING COUPLE ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: this sub-function checks if the |ncsubj| relation does not have  
;;an |obj| in the last slot 
;;INPUT: two gr. rel. lists 
;;OUTPUT: t/nil 
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(defun passive-fourth-element-test (gr-rel-lis1 gr-rel-lis2) 
  (if (and (equal (first gr-rel-lis1) '|ncsubj|) 
           (equal (first gr-rel-lis2) '|ncsubj|)) 
      (if (equal (fourth gr-rel-lis1) (fourth gr-rel-lis2)) 
          t 
        nil) 
    t)) 
 
;;FUNCTION: sub-function that gives a count for the  
;;match between a gr. relation in the question  
;;and a gr. relation in the candidate answer. 
;;INPUT: single gr. relation for question and answer 
;;OUTPUT: count 
 
(defun gr-rel-match (gr-rel-lis1 gr-rel-lis2) 
  (let ((result 0)) 
    (if (and  
         (equal (first gr-rel-lis1) (first gr-rel-lis2))  
         (passive-fourth-element-test gr-rel-lis1 gr-rel-lis2)) 
        (dolist (element gr-rel-lis1 result) 
          (if (or  
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O 0 Q S |"  
                 element)  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O 0 Q S |"  
                 (elt gr-rel-lis2  
                      (position element gr-rel-lis1)))) 
               (or  
                (or (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                      element) 
                     "what_") 
                    (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                      (elt gr-rel-lis2 (position element gr-rel-lis1)))  
                     "what_")) 
                (or (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                      element) 
                     "who_") 
                    (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |" 
                      (elt gr-rel-lis2 (position element gr-rel-lis1))) 
                     "who_")) 
                (or (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                      element)  
                     "where_") 
                    (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |" 
                      (elt gr-rel-lis2 (position element gr-rel-lis1)))  
                     "where_")) 
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                (or (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                      element)  
                     "_A") 
                    (string-equal  
                     (string-right-trim  
                      "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                      (elt gr-rel-lis2 (position element gr-rel-lis1)))  
                     "_A")))) 
              (setf result (+ 1 result)) 
            (setf result result))) 
      (setf result result)))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: function that gives a score for the  
;;match between a gr. relation in the question  
;;and a gr. relation in the candidate answer. 
;;INPUT: single gr. relation for question and answer 
;;OUTPUT: matching-score 
 
(defun gr-rel-match-length (gr-rel-lis1 gr-rel-lis2) 
  (setf result (/ (gr-rel-match gr-rel-lis1 gr-rel-lis2)  
                  (length gr-rel-lis1)))) 
 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: subfunction that gives the gr. relation in the C.A. that 
;;matches best with the gr.relation of the Q, threshold is half of the 
;;atoms should match. 
;;INPUT: single gr. relation for Q list of gr.relations for the CA 
;;OUTPUT: gr.relation in CA  
 
(defun gr-rels-bestmatch (gr-rel-lis1 gr-rels-lis2) 
  (let ((bestmatchscore (/ 1 2)) 
        (bestmatch nil)) 
    (dolist (element gr-rels-lis2 bestmatch) 
      (if (> (gr-rel-match-length gr-rel-lis1 element) 
             bestmatchscore) 
          (progn (setf bestmatchscore  
                   (gr-rel-match-length gr-rel-lis1 element)) 
            (setf bestmatch element)) 
        (setf bestmatch bestmatch))))) 
 
 
;; MATCHING > FOR THE BEST MATCHING COUPLES: CALCULATE A SCORE ;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: subfunction that checks if the topic  
;;is a member of a list, even if it is embedded 
;;INPUT: the topic and a list of lists 
;;OUPUT: t or nil 
 
 
(defun member-in-list (topic lst-of-lsts) 
  (if (listp (first lst-of-lsts)) 
      (let ((result 0)) 
        (dolist (element lst-of-lsts result) 
          (when (member topic element) 
            (progn 
              (setf result t))))) 
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    (when (member topic lst-of-lsts) 
      (setf result t)))) 
 
;;FUNCTION: gives a score for how different to gr-relations are 
;;INPUT: a single relation in the Q and the single best matching  
;;gr-relation in the CA 
;;OUTPUT: a score 
 
(defun match-rel-q-rel-ca (rel-q bestmatch-rel-ca) 
  (let ((*score* 0)) 
    (dolist (element rel-q *score*) 
      (cond ((string-equal  
              (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))  
              element)                   
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 20))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))  
                    element)) 
              (string-equal  
               (string-right-trim "0 Z R |" element)  
               (string-right-trim "0 Z R |"  
                                  (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                                       (position element rel-q))))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 20))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))  
                    element)) 
              (string-equal  
               (string-right-trim  
                "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |" element)  
               (string-right-trim  
                "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                     (position element rel-q)))) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt  
                     (reverse  
                      (string-right-trim  
                       "N P 1 2 B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |" element)) 
                     0) #\V ))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 10))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (string-equal  
               (string-right-trim  
                "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |" element)  
               (string-right-trim "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                                  (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                                       (position element rel-q)))) 
              (string-equal  
               (elt  
                (reverse  
                 (string-right-trim  
                  "N P 1 2 B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |" element)) 
                0) #\V )) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 3))) 
            ((and  
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              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim 
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or  
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |" element)  
                "what_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |" element) 
                "who_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |" element)  
                "where_"))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 20)))    
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or  
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element ) 
                "nobody_") 
                
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element) 
                "no-one_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                                   element) 
                "nothing_"))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 10))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal                      
                    (string-right-trim  
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                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or  
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "nobody_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "nothing_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "no-one_"))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 10))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or  
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "somebody_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "something_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "someyone_")) 
              (string-equal  
               (string-right-trim  
                "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
               "anybody_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "anything_") 
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               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "anyone_")) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 0))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element)  
                "somebody_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element) 
                "anybody_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element) 
                "someone_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element) 
                "anyone_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 element) 
                "something_") 
                (string-equal  
                 (string-right-trim  
                  "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                  element) 
                 "anything_"))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 15))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                                       element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
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                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or  
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "everybody_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "everything_") 
               (string-equal  
                (string-right-trim  
                 "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                 (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                "everyone_"))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 10))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S|"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (equal (first rel-q) ' |ncmod|) 
              (match-item-one-of-topics  
               (third bestmatch-rel-ca) *topic*)) 
             (setf *score* (- *score* 20))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S|"  
                                       element)  
                    (string-right-trim 
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S|"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (equal (first rel-q) ' |ncmod|) 
              (not (match-item-one-of-topics  
                    (third bestmatch-rel-ca) *topic*))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 0))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca 
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                                       element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S |"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
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                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (or (string-equal  
                   (string-right-trim  
                    "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |" element)  
                   "_A") 
                  (string-equal  
                   (string-right-trim  
                    "N P 1 Q S 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q $ |"  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca (position element rel-q))) 
                   "_A"))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 9 ))) 
            ((and  
              (not (string-equal  
                    (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                         (position element rel-q)) element)) 
              (not (string-equal  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S|"  
                     element)  
                    (string-right-trim  
                     "N P 1 2 V B 0 R Z D G I O Q S|"  
                     (elt bestmatch-rel-ca  
                          (position element rel-q))))) 
              (not (equal (first rel-q) ' |ncmod|)) 
              (not (match-item-one-of-topics (third bestmatch-rel-ca)  
                                             *topic*))) 
             (setf *score* (+ *score* 0)))  
            (t (setf *score* (+ *score* 0))))))) 
 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: gives a score for the way the different gr.rels in the Q match 
;;with the bestmatching gr.rel in the CA  
;;INPUT: rels-q and rels-ca 
;;OUTPUT: *score* and as a byproduct *rels-q* and *rels-ca* which are  
;;rels-q and rels-ca respectively minus the matching gr-rels 
 
(defun match-rels-q-rels-ca (rels-q rels-ca) 
  (progn 
    (setf *rels-q* rels-q) 
    (setf *rels-ca* rels-ca) 
    (let ((result 0)) 
      (dolist (rel-q *rels-q* result) 
        (if (not (equal nil (gr-rels-bestmatch rel-q *rels-ca*)))  
            (progn  
              (setf result  
                (+  
                 (match-rel-q-rel-ca 
                  rel-q (gr-rels-bestmatch rel-q *rels-ca*)) 
                 result)) 
              (setf *rels-q* (remove rel-q *rels-q*)) 
              (setf *rels-ca* (remove  
                               (gr-rels-bestmatch  
                                rel-q *rels-ca*) *rels-ca*))) 
          (setf result result)))))) 
 
 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: computes the score per normalized form and selects the 
;;highest score 
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;;INPUT: a single q-lis and a single ca + normalized forms  
;;in the array 
;;OUTPUT: the highest normscore 
 
(defun match-rels-q-norm-rels-ca (rels-q norm-rels-ca) 
  (progn 
    (let (( *normscore* 0)) 
      (if (listp (first (first norm-rels-ca))) 
          (dolist (element norm-rels-ca *normscore*) 
            (progn  
              (setf *topic-ca* (find-topic-ca element)) 
              (setf rels-ca element) 
              (setf rels-q rels-q) 
              (if (> (+  
                      (+  
                       (match-rels-q-rels-ca rels-q rels-ca) 
                       (+  
                        (case-extra-info *rels-ca*)  
                        (case-info-missing *rels-q* )))  
                      ( * 100  
                         (score-topics-match *topic* *topic-ca*)))  
                     *normscore*) 
                  (setf *normscore*  
                    (+ (+ (match-rels-q-rels-ca rels-q rels-ca) 
                          (+ (case-extra-info *rels-ca*)  
                             (case-info-missing *rels-q* ))) 
                       ( * 100  
                          (score-topics-match *topic* *topic-ca*)))) 
                (setf *normscore* *normscore*)))) 
        (progn  
          (setf rels-ca norm-rels-ca) 
          (setf *topic-ca* (find-topic-ca norm-rels-ca)) 
          (setf rels-q rels-q) 
          (setf *normscore*  
            (+ (+ (match-rels-q-rels-ca rels-q rels-ca) 
                  (+ (case-extra-info *rels-ca*)  
                     (case-info-missing *rels-q* ))) 
               ( * 100 (score-topics-match *topic* *topic-ca*))))))))) 
 
;;;;;;;;; MATCHING > IF THERE IS AN EXTRA GRAMMATICAL RELATION  
;; IN THE CANDIDATE ANSWER ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: subfunction that gives conditions and consequences for the case 
that the  
;;candidate answer contains more info than the question 
;;INPUT: the gr. rels of the question and the gr.rels + VARIATION   
;;of one of the answers in the array 
;;OUTPUT: score 
 
(defun case-extra-info (*rels-ca*) 
  (let (( *score* 0)) 
    (if (not (equal *rels-ca* nil))          
        (dolist (element *rels-ca* *score*) 
          (cond ((equal (first element) '|aux|) 
                 (setf *score* (- *score* 10))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|ncmod|) 
                      (match-item-one-of-topics (third element)  
                                                *topic*)) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 15))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|ncmod|) 
                      (not (match-item-one-of-topics  
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                            (third element) *topic*))) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 2))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|detmod|) 
                      (match-item-one-of-topics  
                       (third element) *topic*)) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 5))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|detmod|) 
                      (not (match-item-one-of-topics  
                            (third element) *topic*))) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 2))) 
                ((equal (first element) '|mod|) 
                 (setf *score* (- *score* 3))) 
                ((equal (first element) '|iobj|) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 8))) 
                (t (setf *score* (+ *score* 0))))) 
      (setf *score* (+ *score* 0))))) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; GENERALS ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(setf *generals*  '( |normally_RR| |never_RR| |always_RR| |generally_RR| 
|not_XX|)) 
                                 
;;;;;;;; MATCHING > IF THERE IS A GRAMMATICAL RELATION MISSING IN THE 
;;CANDIDATE ANSWER ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: subfunction that gives conditions and consequences for the case 
that the  
;;candidate answer contains less info than the question 
;;INPUT: the question and one of the answers in the array 
;;OUTPUT: score 
 
(defun case-info-missing (*rels-q*) 
  (let ((*score* 0)) 
    (if (not (equal *rels-q* nil)) 
        (dolist (element *rels-q* *score*) 
          (cond ((equal (first element) '|aux|) 
                 (setf *score* (- *score* 8))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|detmod|) 
                      (match-item-one-of-topics  
                       (third element) *topic*)) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 12))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|detmod|) 
                      (not (match-item-one-of-topics  
                            (third element) *topic*))) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 8))) 
                ((and (equal (first element) '|mod|) 
                      (member (third element) *generals*)) 
                 (setf *score* (-  *score* 8))) 
                (t (setf *score* (-  *score* 40))))) 
      (setf *score* (+ *score* 0))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: calculates the score for the different VARIATION   
;;attached to the question and selects the highest one 
;;INPUT: question and list of different (normalized) lists  
;;of grammatical relations for one candidate answer 
;;OUTPUT: the highest score 
 
(defun match-norm-question (question norm-rels-ca)  
  (let ((score 0) 
        (q-lis (second question))) 
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    (if (listp (first (first q-lis))) 
        (dolist (element q-lis score) 
          (progn 
            (setf *topic* (find-topic element)) 
            (if ( > (match-rels-q-norm-rels-ca  
                     element norm-rels-ca) 
                   score) 
                (setf score (match-rels-q-norm-rels-ca 
                              element norm-rels-ca))  
              (setf score score)))) 
      (progn 
        (setf *topic* (find-topic q-lis)) 
        (setf score (match-rels-q-norm-rels-ca  
                     q-lis norm-rels-ca)))))) 
 
   
;;;;;;;; MATCHING > MAIN FUNCTION ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;FUNCTION: main function, conses the best score of all  
;;variations for each candidate answer to it 
;;INPUT: complete list for the question and complete ca-array 
;;OUTPUT: ca-array + score attached to each ca 
 
(defun match-ca-array (question c-array) 
  (let ((result nil)) 
    (progn  
        (setf new-ca-array (make-array (length c-array))) 
      (dotimes (i (array-total-size c-array) result) 
        (progn  
          (setf (row-major-aref new-ca-array i)  
            (cons (match-norm-question  
                   question (second (row-major-aref c-array i))) 
                  (row-major-aref c-array i))) 
          (setf result new-ca-array)))))) 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; RANKING ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
;;FUNCTION, that takes the score and the sentence of each element 
;;in the ca-array and puts them together in one list 
;;INPUT: ca-array 
;;OUTPUT: list of scores + sentences 
 
(defun put-together (c-array) 
  (let ((result nil)) 
    (dotimes (i (array-total-size c-array) result) 
      (setf result  
        (append (list (butlast  
                       (row-major-aref c-array i) 1))  
                result))))) 
 
   
;;FUNCTION: subfunction that puts a list in the right order  
;;according to the highest number attached to it 
;;INPUT: list 
;;OUTPUT: an ordered list lists 
 
(defun rank (lis) 
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  (let ((result nil)) 
    (dotimes (i (length lis) result) 
      (progn 
        (setf result (push (get-min lis) result)) 
        (setf lis (delete (get-min lis) lis)))))) 
 
 
;;FUNCTION: subfunction to rank, that finds the lowest score in a list of  
;;candidate-answers with a score attached to it 
;;INPUT list of lists with candidate-answers with a score attached 
;;to it 
;;OUTPUT: Candidate-answer with the lowest score 
 
 
(defun get-min (lis-of-lis)   
  (let ((result (list 1000))) 
    (dolist (element lis-of-lis result) 
      (if (< (first element) (first result))  
          (setf result element)    
        (setf result result)))))         
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; RANK > DO ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(print (rank (put-together (match-ca-array *question* candidate-answers)))) 
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  Question and answers sets 
 
 
 

TESTS SETS 
 
SET 1 : BASIC SET 
 
Q1 Are postcards made of cardboard? 
 
P1 Postcards are made of cardboard.  
 
A1.1 Postcards are sold of cardboard. 
A1.2 Postcards were made of cardboard. 
A1.3 Tables are made of cardboard. 
A1.4 Postcards are made of wood. 
A1.5 Postcards are made. 
A1.6 Postcards are made of cardboard by us. 
A1.7 Postcards are made of thin cardboard. 
A1.8 Cheap postcards are made of cardboard. 
A1.9 Postcards are made of cardboard. 
A1.10 We make postcards of cardboard.  
A1.11 Postcards are frequently made of thin cardboard. 
A1.12 A postcard is normally made of thin cardboard. 
A1.13 Companies normally make postcards of cardboard. 
A1.14 Companies make postcards. 
A1.15 Companies make postcards of thin cardboard for sale. 
A1.16 Nobody makes postcards of cardboard. 
A1.17 Postcards of cardboard are sold. 
A1.18 Postcards are made of recycled boxes. 
A1.19 Cardboard is made of old postcards.  
A1.20 Postcards are never made of cardboard. 
A1.21 Postcards are not made of cardboard. 
A1.22 My grandfather makes postcards of cardboard. 
A1.23 Somebody makes postcards of cardboard. 
A1.24 Ecological postcards are made of cardboard. 
A1.25 Old postcards are made of cardboard. 
A1.26 New postcards are made of recycled cardboard boxes. 
A1.27 Postcards are made of grey cardboard.  
A1.28 Book covers are made of cardboard.  
A1.29 Postcards are normally made of cardboard 
A1.30 A postcard is normally made of cardboard. 
A1.31 A postcard can be made of cork. 
A1.32 Cardboard is what postcards are made of. 
A1.33 Cardboard is the preferred material for companies making postcards. 
A1.34 Cardboard is what companies making postcards prefer. 
A1.35 The preferred material for making postcards is thin card. 
A1.36 Making postcards is hard when there is no cardboard. 
A1.37 Cardboard is in short supply so we cannot produce any postcards. 
A1.38 We cut up cardboard boxes to make postcards. 
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A1.39 Our company supplies postcard views of seaside towns. 
A1.40 We require steady supplies of cardboard for our postcards. 
A1.41 Our postcards are made only of the very finest cardboard. 
A1.42 We use recycled cardboard packing materials to make our postcards. 
A1.43 White cardboard is better than grey cardboard for postcards. 
A1.44 Comic postcards make pretty well everyone happy. 
A1.45 Our postcards have cardboard cutout figures as themes. 
 
 
 SET 2 : QUESTION IS FIRST VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
Q2 Are cheap postcards made of cardboard? 
 
P2 Cheap postcards are made of cardboard. 
 
A2.1-A2.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
 
SET 3 : QUESTION IS SECOND VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
Q3 Are postcards made of thin cardboard? 
 
P3 Postcards are made of thin cardboard. 
 
A3.1-A3.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
  
SET 4 : QUESTION IS THIRD VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
Q4 Are postcards normally made of cardboard? 
 
P4 We normally make postcards of cardboard. 
 
A3.1-A3.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
 
  
SET 5 : QUESTION IS FOURTH VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
Q5Are postcards made of cardboard with gold borders? 
 
P5 We make postcards of cardboard with gold borders. 
 
A5.1-A5.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
 
SET 6 
 
Q6 Do birds lay blue eggs? 
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P6 Birds lay blue eggs. 
 
A6.1 Birds lay eggs which are blue or white or brown. 
A6.2 Blue eggs are laid by many birds. 
A6.3 The birds eggs are blue and they lay them in March. 
A6.4 The birds lay in March and their eggs are blue. 
A6.5 Birds are always laying eggs.  
A6.6 They are blue birds that lay brown eggs. 
A6.7 The birds lay in the yard. 
A6.8 I lay blue eggs in the window for the birds. 
 
 
SET 7 
 
Q7 Is the crown of the Mary in the church of Utrecht made of gold? 
 
P7 The crown of Mary in the church of Utrecht is made of gold. 
 
A7.1 The golden crown of the Mary in the church of Utrecht was stolen 
     this Friday. 
A7.2 The statue of Mary in the Utrecht church has a golden crown. 
A7.3 There is a statue of Mary in the church with a large crown. 
 
 
SET 8 
 
Q8 Was Kennedy president? 
 
P8 Kennedy was president. 
 
A8.1 Kennedy was the president of the U.S.A. 
A8.2 Kennedy was elected president the first time he attempted it. 
 
 
SET 9 
 
Q9 Is Greece interesting? 
 
P9 Greece is interesting. 
 
A9.1 Greece was beautiful and interesting. 
A9.2 There are interesting things to see in Greece. 
A9.3 We had a very interesting time when visiting Greece. 
 
 
SET 10 
 
Q10 Who knows how to make apple pie? 
 
P10 We know how to make apple pie? 
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A10.1 Mary knows how to make apple pie. 
A10.2 The pies made by Mary are better than anyone else's. 
A10.3 Everyone knows how to make something as simple as apple pie. 
A10.4 Apple pie is something all good mothers know how to make. 
 
 
SET 11 
 
Q11 What has been done to reduce global warming? 
 
P11 What has been done to reduce global warming. 
 
A11.1 Noone knows what to do about global warming. 
A11.2 Global warming is one of those things everyone talks about. 
A11.3 The doomsayers are warning of global warming soon. 
A11.4 Global warming could be reduced by less burning of fossil fuels. 
 
 
SET 12 
 
Q12 What experiments have there been to measure the boiling point of water? 
 
P12 There have been what experiments to measure the boiling point of water. 
 
A12.1 There have been many experiments to measure the boiling point of water. 
A12.2 It is very hard to measure the boiling point of water. 
A12.3 Scientists have measured the boiling point of many liquids, including 
      water. 
A12.4 Smith measured the boiling point of water and found it was usually 100 
      degrees. 
A12.5 It is not clear whether scientists have measured the boiling point of 
      water correctly or not. 
A12.6 A range of experiments have been done in different places to measure the 
      boiling point of water which have all shown that it is 100 degrees at 
      sea level. 
A12.7 I was so furious my temperature certainly reached boiling point, so 
      I went in search of water. 
A12.8 Put the potatoes in a pan and measure in a pint of boiling water. 
A12.9 The water was on the point of boiling, so I measured the rice carefully. 
 
 
 
SET 13 
 
Q13 Who is the discoverer of America ? 
 
P13 Who is the discoverer of America. 
 
A13.1 Columbus was the discoverer of America. 
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A13.2 Columbus is the person who discovered America. 
A13.3 It is generally believed that Columbus discovered America. 
A13.4 Columbus is the discoverer of America. 
A13.5 It was Columbus who discovered America. 
A13.6 America was discovered by Columbus in 1492. 
A13.7 The Vikings discovered America in the early Middle Ages. 
A13.8 They say that it was really Leif Erikson who discovered America. 
A13.9 Who it was who really discovered America is actually not known. 
A13.10 Noone knows who was actually the first European person to set 
        foot on American soil. 
A13.11 All good Americans believe that Columbus discovered America in 1492. 
A13.12 The discovery of America was in 1492. 
A13.13 America was discovered in the fifteenth century. 
A13.14 The discovery of America was made by Columbus. 
A13.15 There are people in America who have discovered perpetual motion. 
A13.16 Gold has been discovered in America. 
A13.17 The American discoverer of photography was Bloggs. 
 
 
 
SET 14:  QUESTION IS VARIATION ON SET 13 QUESTION 
 
Q14 Who discovered America ? 
 
P14 Who discovered America. 
 
A14.1-A14.17 the same as A13.1-A13.17  
 
 
 SET 15 
 
Q15 What is an aardvark ? 
 
P15 What is an aardvark. 
 
A15.1 I do not know what an aardvark is. 
A15.2 An aardvark is some sort of African animal. 
A15.3 Aardvarks are nocturnal insectivores. 
A15.4 An aardvark is a small disagreeable animal. 
A15.5 People eat aardvarks at Christmas. 
A15.6 Aardvarks are strange animals. 
A15.7 There are aardvarks in the woods that come out at night. 
A15.8 When you see an aardvark run a mile. 
A15.9 There are big aardvarks and little aardvarks all over the place. 
 
 
SET 16 : ANSWERS WITH CONJUNCTIONS 
 
Q16 Are postcards made of cardboard? 
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P16 Postcards are made of cardboard.  
 
A16.1 We make birthday cards, postcards, and cardboard gift boxes. 
A16.2 We make greetings cards and postcards. 
A16.3 Postcards and gift cards are usually made of fine cardboard. 
A16.4 Greetings cards and postcards are made of thick paper or thin cardboard. 
A16.5 Old postcards are made of cardboard but modern ones are made of plastic. 
A16.6 Greetings cards are made of paper and postcards of cardboard. 
 
 
 

BLIND TESTS 
 
BLIND TEST  1 
 
SET 20 
 
Q20 Where is honey produced ? 
  
A20.1 Honey is produced in hives. 
A20.2 Bees produce honey in hives. 
A20.3 Bees in their hives produce honey. 
A20.4 Honey is produced by bees in their hives. 
A20.5 Honey is produced by bees from nectar. 
A20.6 Bees produce honey from nectar from flowers in their hives. 
A20.7 Bees produce honey in their hives using the nectar they have 
        gathered from flowers. 
A20.8 Beehives are the factories that produce honey. 
A20.9 Looking at beehives, one finds they are amazing little factories, 
         full of bees making honey. 
A20.10 When one looks inside a beehive, one finds it is an astonishing 
         factory where the bees produce honey. 
A20.11 Bees produce honey, making it from the nectar they have stored 
          in their hives. 
A20.12 Honey is produced wherever there are beehives. 
A20.13 Bees have their hives for producing honey in trees and walls 
          as well as manmade wooden hives or basket skips. 
A20.14 Honey is produced in many countries round the world. 
A20.15 Mexico produces honey and so does Australia. 
A20.16 Honey is produced in Australia. 
A20.17 Bees make honey in Australia. 
A20.18 The honey made in Australia is very good and production is large. 
A20.19 Honey production in Mexico is a significant element in the rural 
          economy. 
A20.20 The production of honey is an important activity in the 
         Mexican countryside. 
A20.21 Village people throughout Mexico produce honey in large 
         quantities. 
A20.22 Honey is sold in very pretty glass jars. 
A20.23 Tea with honey is sold in every tea shop in Grantchester. 
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A20.24 They produce tea with honey for every tourist in Cambridge. 
A20.25 Many countries produce honey with different flavours according 
            to their characteristic plant species. 
A20.26 Mexico produces very fine strongly flavoured honey. 
A20.27 The bees in Ireland work very hard to produce honey because the 
             flowers are far apart. 
A20.28 Mary produced a jar of honey from her basket. 
A20.29 Supermarkets sell produce including honey in very large 
          containers. 
A20.30 Enthusiastic amateurs produce a lot of honey from a few hives 
            in their gardens. 
A20.31 Hives are placed in orchards in the spring to help the bees 
          gather nectar for their honey. 
A20.32 With just honey and biscuits you can produce a very genteel 
         dessert. 
A20.33 Making puddings with honey with Susie in the kitchen is 
         always a big production. 
 
 
SET 21: QUESTION IS FIRST VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
Q21 Who makes honey ? 
 
P21: Who makes honey. 
 
A21.1-A21.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
SET 22: QUESTION IS SECOND VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
Q22 Which countries produce honey ? 
 
P22 Which countries produce honey. 
 
A22.1-A22.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
SET 23: QUESTION IS THIRD VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
Q23 Does Mexico produce honey? 
 
P32 Mexico produces honey. 
  
A23.1-A23.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
SET 24: QUESTION IS FOURTH VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
Q24 What is honey made from ? 
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P24 Honey is made from what. 
  
A24.1-A24.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
SET 25: QUESTION IS FIFTH VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
Q25 Where do people produce honey ? 
 
P25 People produce honey where. 
  
A25.1-A25.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
 
 
 
BLIND TEST 2 
  
 
SET 30 
 
Q30  Who wins rowing races ? 
 
P30  Who wins rowing races. 
 
A1  Every nation wins a rowing race sometimes. 
A2  Rowing races are won by strong young men only. 
A3  There are races for running and rowing that anyone can win. 
A4  Rowing is a sport with races many famous amateurs have won. 
A5  Professionals and amateurs regularly win horse races. 
 
 
SET 31: QUESTION IS FIRST VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
  
Q31  Are there rowing races ? 
 
P21  There are rowing races. 
  
A31.1-A31.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5 
 
 
SET 32: QUESTION IS SECOND VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
  
Q32  Is rowing a sport with races for amateurs ? 
  
P32  Rowing is a sport with races for amateurs. 
  
A32.1-A32.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5. 
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SET 33: QUESTION IS THIRD VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
  
Q33  Do the people who win races row as amateurs ? 
  
P33:  The people who win races row as amateurs. 
  
A33.1-A33.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5. 
 
 
SET 34: QUESTION IS FOURTH VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
  
Q34  How many people rowing regularly win races ? 
  
P34  How many people rowing regularly win races. 
  
A34.1-A34.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5. 
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Grammatical relation output for question and answers sets 
 
 

 
TESTS SETS 
 
SET 1 : BASIC SET 
 
P1  
 
(Postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
 
A1.1 –A1.45 
 
------ 
(Postcards are sold of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |sell_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |sell_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |sell_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards were made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBDR|) 
 
------ 
(Tables are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Table_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made of wood.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |wood_NNL1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made of cardboard by us.) 
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(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |make_VVN| |we_PPIO2|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made of thin cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Cheap postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Cheap_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(We make postcards of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are frequently made of thin cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |frequently_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(A postcard is normally made of thin cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |postcard_NN1| |A_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |normally_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Companies normally make postcards of cardboard.) 
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(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |Companies_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |make_VV0| |normally_RR|) 
 
------ 
(Companies make postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |Companies_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
 
------ 
(Companies make postcards of thin cardboard for sale.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |Companies_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |for_IF| |make_VV0| |sale_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Nobody makes postcards of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |Nobody_PN1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VVZ| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards of cardboard are sold.) 
(|ncsubj| |sell_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |Postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |sell_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made of recycled boxes.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |box_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |box_NN2| |recycled_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Cardboard is made of old postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Cardboard_NP1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |old_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are never made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |never_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
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------ 
(Postcards are not made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |make_VVN| |not_XX|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(My grandfather makes postcards of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |grandfather_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VVZ| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|detmod| |poss| |grandfather_NN1| |My_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Somebody makes postcards of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |Somebody_PN1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VVZ| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Ecological postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Ecological_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Old postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Old_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(New postcards are made of recycled cardboard boxes.) 
(|dobj| |recycle_VVD| |box_NN2| _) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|mod| _ |New_JJ| |make_VVN|) 
(|ncmod| _ |box_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are made of grey cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |grey_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
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------ 
(Book covers are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |cover_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cover_NN2| |Book_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards are normally made of cardboard) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |normally_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(A postcard is normally made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |postcard_NN1| |A_AT1|) 
(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |normally_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(A postcard can be made of cork.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cork_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |postcard_NN1| |A_AT1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VB0|) 
(|aux| _ |be_VB0| |can_VM|) 
 
------ 
(Cardboard is what postcards are made of.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|detmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |what_DDQ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |make_VVN| |of_II|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|ccomp| _ |be_VBZ| |make_VVN|) 
 
------ 
(Cardboard is the preferred material for companies making postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Cardboard_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |material_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |material_NN1| |preferred_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |material_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |postcard_NN2| |make_VVG|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |company_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |for_IF| |be_VBZ| |postcard_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Cardboard is what companies making postcards prefer.) 
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(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Cardboard_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |company_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |prefer_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVG| |company_NN2| _) 
(|mod| _ |company_NN2| |make_VVG|) 
(|detmod| _ |company_NN2| |what_DDQ|) 
 
------ 
(The preferred material for making postcards is thin card.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |material_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |card_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |material_NN1| |preferred_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |postcard_NN2| |make_VVG|) 
(|ncmod| |for_IF| |material_NN1| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|detmod| _ |material_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |card_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
 
------ 
(Making postcards is hard when there is no cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |there_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|subj| |be_VBZ| |Make_VVG| _) 
(|dobj| |Make_VVG| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|detmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |no_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |be_VBZ| |when_CS|) 
(|mod| |when_CS| |be_VBZ| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Cardboard is in short supply so we cannot produce any postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |cannot_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |any_DD| _) 
(|obj2| |produce_VV0| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Cardboard_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |supply_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |short_JJ| |in_RR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |supply_NN1| |short_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |we_PPIS2| |so_RR|) 
 
------ 
(We cut up cardboard boxes to make postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |box_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |cut_VV0| |box_NN2| _) 
(|clausal| |cut_VV0| |make_VV0|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cut_VV0| |up_RP|) 
(|ncmod| _ |box_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(Our company supplies postcard views of seaside towns.) 
(|ncsubj| |supply_VVZ| |company_NN1| _) 
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(|dobj| |supply_VVZ| |view_NN2| _) 
(|detmod| |poss| |company_NN1| |Our_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| _ |town_NN2| |seaside_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |view_NN2| |town_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |view_NN2| |postcard_NN1|) 
 
------ 
(We require steady supplies of cardboard for our postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |require_VV0| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |require_VV0| |supplies_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |for_IF| |require_VV0| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |supplies_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |supplies_NN2| |steady_JJ|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |postcard_NN2| |our_APP$|) 
 
------ 
(Our postcards are made only of the very finest cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|xcomp| _ |make_VVN| |only_JB|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |postcard_NN2| |Our_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |finest_JJT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |very_JB|) 
(|detmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |only_JB| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(We use recycled cardboard packing materials to make our postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |use_VV0| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |use_VV0| |material_NN2| _) 
(|clausal| |use_VV0| |make_VV0|) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |material_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |material_NN2| |packing_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |material_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |material_NN2| |recycle_VVN|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |postcard_NN2| |our_APP$|) 
 
------ 
(White cardboard is better than grey cardboard for postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |cardboard_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |better_JJR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |White_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |grey_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |than_CSN| |be_VBZ| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |for_IF| |be_VBZ| |postcard_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Comic postcards make pretty well everyone happy.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
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(|dobj| |make_VV0| |everyone_PN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |make_VV0| |happy_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Comic_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |everyone_PN1| |well_RR|) 
(|mod| _ |everyone_PN1| |pretty_RR|) 
 
------ 
(Our postcards have cardboard cutout figures as themes.) 
(|ncsubj| |have_VH0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |have_VH0| |figure_NN2| _) 
(|detmod| |poss| |postcard_NN2| |Our_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| _ |figure_NN2| |cutout_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |figure_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |as_II| |have_VH0| |theme_NN2|) 
 
 
 SET 2 : QUESTION IS FIRST VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
P2  
------ 
(Cheap postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Cheap_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
A2.1-A2.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
 
SET 3 : QUESTION IS SECOND VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
P3  
------ 
(Postcards are made of thin cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
A3.1-A3.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
  
SET 4 : QUESTION IS THIRD VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
  
P4 
------ 
(Postcards are normally made of cardboard) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
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(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |normally_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
A3.1-A3.45 the same as A1.1-A1.45  
 
 
  
SET 5 : QUESTION IS FOURTH VARIATION ON SET 1 QUESTION 
 
 P5  
-------- 
Postcards are made of cardboard with gold borders. 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |with_IW| |make_VVN| |border_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |border_NN2| |gold_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
SET 6 
  
P6 + A6.1 - A6.8  
 
------ 
Birds lay blue eggs. 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVD| |Bird_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |lay_VVD| |egg_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |egg_NN2| |blue_JJ|) 
 
------ 
Birds lay eggs which are blue or white or brown. 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVD| |Bird_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |lay_VVD| |egg_NN2| _) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |which_DDQ| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |blue_JJ|) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |white_JJ|) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |brown_JJ|) 
(|conj| _ |blue_JJ| |brown_JJ|) 
(|conj| _ |white_JJ| |brown_JJ|) 
(|cmod| |which_DDQ| |egg_NN2| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
Blue eggs are laid by many birds. 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVN| |egg_NN2| |obj|) 
(|obj2| |lay_VVN| |bird_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |egg_NN2| |Blue_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |lay_VVN| |by_II|) 
(|ncmod| _ |bird_NN2| |many_DA2|) 
(|aux| _ |lay_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
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The birds eggs are blue and they lay them in March. 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVD| |they_PPHS2| _) 
(|dobj| |lay_VVD| |they_PPHO2| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |lay_VVD| |March_NPM1|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |egg_NN2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |blue_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |egg_NN2| |bird_NN2|) 
(|detmod| _ |egg_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|conj| _ |be_VBR| |lay_VVD|) 
 
------ 
The birds lay in March and their eggs are blue. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |egg_NN2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |blue_JJ|) 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVD| |bird_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |lay_VVD| |March_NPM1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |bird_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |lay_VVD| |in_II|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |egg_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|conj| _ |lay_VVD| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
Birds are always laying eggs. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |Bird_NN2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |egg_NN2|) 
(|mod| _ |lay_VVG| |always_RR|) 
(|mod| _ |egg_NN2| |lay_VVG|) 
 
------ 
They are blue birds that lay brown eggs. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |They_PPHS2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |bird_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |bird_NN2| |blue_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |egg_NN2| |brown_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |egg_NN2| |lay_JB|) 
 
------ 
The birds lay in the yard. 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVD| |bird_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |lay_VVD| |yard_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |bird_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |lay_VVD| |in_II|) 
(|detmod| _ |yard_NN1| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
I lay blue eggs in the window for the birds. 
(|ncsubj| |lay_VVD| |I_PPIS1| _) 
(|dobj| |lay_VVD| |egg_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |lay_VVD| |window_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |for_IF| |lay_VVD| |bird_NN2|) 
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(|ncmod| _ |egg_NN2| |blue_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |window_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|detmod| _ |bird_NN2| |the_AT|) 
 
 
 
SET 7 
 
P7 + 
A7.1 - A7.3  
 
------ 
The crown of Mary in the church of Utrecht is made of gold. 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |crown_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |gold_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |crown_NN1| |Mary_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |church_NN1| |Utrecht_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |church_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |crown_NN1| |church_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |crown_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
The golden crown of the Mary in the church of Utrecht was stolen this 
Friday. 
(|ncsubj| |steal_VVN| |crown_NN1| |obj|) 
(|obj2| |steal_VVN| |Friday_NPD1|) 
(|detmod| _ |Mary_NP1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |crown_NN1| |Mary_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |crown_NN1| |golden_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |church_NN1| |Utrecht_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |church_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |crown_NN1| |church_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |crown_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|detmod| _ |Friday_NPD1| |this_DD1|) 
(|aux| _ |steal_VVN| |be_VBDZ|) 
 
------ 
The statue of Mary in the Utrecht church has a golden crown. 
(|ncsubj| |have_VHZ| |statue_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |have_VHZ| |crown_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |statue_NN1| |Mary_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |Utrecht_NP1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |church_NN1| |Utrecht_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |statue_NN1| |church_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |statue_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |crown_NN1| |golden_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |crown_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
 
------ 
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There is a statue of Mary in the church with a large crown. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |statue_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |statue_NN1| |Mary_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |statue_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|detmod| _ |church_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |be_VBZ| |church_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |crown_NN1| |large_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |crown_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| |with_IW| |be_VBZ| |crown_NN1|) 
 
 
SET8 
 
P8 + A8.1 - A8.2  
 
------ 
Kennedy was president. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |Kennedy_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |president_NN1|) 
 
------ 
Kennedy was the president of the U.S.A.. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |Kennedy_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |president_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |U.S.A._NP1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |president_NN1| |U.S.A._NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |president_NN1| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
Kennedy was elected president the first time he attempted it. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |Kennedy_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |president_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |attempt_VVD| |he_PPHS1| _) 
(|dobj| |attempt_VVD| |it_PPH1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |time_NNT1| |first_MD|) 
(|detmod| _ |time_NNT1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |attempt_VVD| |time_NNT1|) 
(|cmod| _ |president_NN1| |attempt_VVD|) 
(|ncmod| _ |president_NN1| |elected_JJ|) 
 
 
SET9 
  
P9 + A9.1 - A9.3  
 
------ 
Greece is interesting. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Greece_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |interesting_JJ|) 
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------ 
Greece was beautiful and interesting. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |Greece_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |beautiful_JJ|) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |interesting_JJ|) 
(|conj| _ |beautiful_JJ| |interesting_JJ|) 
 
------ 
There are interesting things to see in Greece. 
(|ncsubj| |see_VV0| |There_EX| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |see_VV0| |Greece_NP1|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |thing_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |thing_NN2| |interesting_JJ|) 
(|xmod| |to_TO| |be_VBR| |see_VV0|) 
 
------ 
We had a very interesting time when visiting Greece. 
(|ncsubj| |visit_VVG| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |visit_VVG| |Greece_NP1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |have_VHD| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |have_VHD| |time_NNT1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |time_NNT1| |interesting_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |time_NNT1| |very_JB|) 
(|detmod| _ |time_NNT1| |a_AT1|) 
(|mod| |when_CS| |have_VHD| |visit_VVG|) 
 
SET 10 
 P10 + A10.1 - A10.4 
 
------ 
Who knows how to make apple pie. 
(|ncsubj| |know_VVZ| |Who_PNQS| _) 
(|iobj| _ |know_VVZ| |how_RRQ|) 
(|clausal| |know_VVZ| |make_VV0|) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |pie_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |pie_NN1| |apple_NN1|) 
 
------ 
Mary knows how to make apple pie. 
(|ncsubj| |know_VVZ| |Mary_NP1| _) 
(|iobj| _ |know_VVZ| |how_RRQ|) 
(|clausal| |know_VVZ| |make_VV0|) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |pie_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |pie_NN1| |apple_NN1|) 
 
------ 
The pies made by Mary are better than anyone else's. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |pie_NN2| _) 
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(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |better_JJR|) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |pie_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |make_VVN| |Mary_NP1|) 
(|mod| _ |pie_NN2| |make_VVN|) 
(|detmod| _ |pie_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |than_CSN| |be_VBR| |anyone_PN1|) 
(|mod| |than_CSN| |be_VBR| |else_RA|) 
 
------ 
Everyone knows how to make something as simple as apple pie. 
(|ncsubj| |know_VVZ| |Everyone_PN1| _) 
(|iobj| _ |know_VVZ| |how_RRQ|) 
(|clausal| |know_VVZ| |make_VV0|) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |something_PN1| _) 
(|xcomp| |as_II| |make_VV0| |simple_JJ|) 
(|iobj| |as_II| |make_VV0| |pie_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |pie_NN1| |apple_NN1|) 
 
------ 
Apple pie is something all good mothers know how to make. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |pie_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |something_PN1|) 
(|clausal| |be_VBZ| |know_VV0|) 
(|ncsubj| |know_VV0| |mother_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| _ |know_VV0| |how_RRQ|) 
(|clausal| |know_VV0| |make_VV0|) 
(|ncmod| _ |pie_NN1| |Apple_NNS1|) 
(|detmod| _ |mother_NN2| |good_DD2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |mother_NN2| |all_DB|) 
 
 
SET11 
 
 P11 + A11.1 - A11.4  
 
------ 
What has been done to reduce global warming. 
(|ncsubj| |do_VVN| |What_DDQ| |obj|) 
(|clausal| |do_VVN| |reduce_VV0|) 
(|ncsubj| |reduce_VV0| |What_DDQ| _) 
(|clausal| |reduce_VV0| |warm_VVG|) 
(|ncmod| _ |warm_VVG| |global_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |do_VVN| |be_VBN|) 
(|aux| _ |do_VVN| |have_VHZ|) 
 
------ 
Noone knows what to do about global warming. 
(|ncsubj| |know_VVZ| |Noone_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |know_VVZ| |what_DDQ| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |warm_VVG| |global_JJ|) 
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------ 
Global warming is one of those things everyone talks about. 
(|subj| |be_VBZ| |warm_VVG| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |one_MC1|) 
(|ncsubj| |talk_VVZ| |everyone_PN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |warm_VVG| |Global_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |talk_VVZ| |about_II|) 
(|cmod| _ |thing_NN2| |talk_VVZ|) 
(|detmod| _ |thing_NN2| |those_DD2|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |one_MC1| |thing_NN2|) 
 
------ 
The doomsayers are warning of global warming soon. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |doomsayer_NN2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |warning_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |doomsayer_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |warm_VVG| |global_JJ|) 
(|mod| |of_IO| |warning_NN1| |warm_VVG|) 
(|mod| _ |be_VBR| |soon_RR|) 
 
------ 
Global warming could be reduced by less burning of fossil fuels. 
(|subj| |reduce_VVN| |warm_VVG| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |reduce_VVN| |burning_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |warm_VVG| |Global_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |fuel_NN2| |fossil_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |burning_NN1| |fuel_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |burning_NN1| |less_DAR|) 
(|aux| _ |reduce_VVN| |be_VB0|) 
(|aux| _ |be_VB0| |could_VM|) 
 
SET 12 
 
 P12 + A12.1 - A12.9 
 
------ 
What experiments have there been to measure the boiling point of water. 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VV0| |there_EX| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VV0| |point_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |experiment_NN2| |What_DDQ|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|xcomp| |to_TO| |be_VBN| |measure_VV0|) 
(|aux| _ |measure_VV0| |have_VH0|) 
(|dobj| |measure_VV0| |experiment_NN2| _) 
 
------ 
There have been many experiments to measure the boiling point of water. 
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(|ncsubj| |measure_VV0| |There_EX| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VV0| |point_NN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBN| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBN| |experiment_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |experiment_NN2| |many_DA2|) 
(|aux| _ |be_VBN| |have_VH0|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|xmod| |to_TO| |be_VBN| |measure_VV0|) 
 
------ 
It is very hard to measure the boiling point of water. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |It_PPH1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |hard_JJ|) 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VV0| |It_PPH1| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VV0| |point_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|xcomp| |to_TO| |hard_JJ| |measure_VV0|) 
(|mod| _ |hard_JJ| |very_RG|) 
 
------ 
Scientists have measured the boiling point of many liquids including 
water. 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VVN| |Scientist_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VVN| |point_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |liquid_NN2| |many_DA2|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |liquid_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|aux| _ |measure_VVN| |have_VH0|) 
(|ncmod| |including_II| |measure_VVN| |water_NN1|) 
 
------ 
Smith measured the boiling point of water and found it was usually 100 
degrees. 
(|ncsubj| |find_VVD| |Smith_NP1| _) 
(|clausal| |find_VVD| |be_VBDZ|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |it_PPH1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |degree_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VVD| |Smith_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VVD| |point_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |degree_NN2| |100_MC|) 
(|mod| _ |degree_NN2| |usually_RR|) 
(|conj| _ |measure_VVD| |find_VVD|) 
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------ 
It is not clear whether scientists have measured the boiling point of 
water correctly or not. 
(|clausal| |clear_VV0| |measure_VVN|) 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VVN| |scientist_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VVN| |point_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |of_IO| |measure_VVN| |water_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|aux| _ |measure_VVN| |have_VH0|) 
(|mod| _ |measure_VVN| |correctly_RR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |measure_VVN| |whether_CSW|) 
(|ncmod| _ |clear_VV0| |not_XX|) 
(|ccomp| _ |be_VBZ| |clear_VV0|) 
 
------ 
A range of experiments have been done in different places to measure the 
boiling point of water which have all shown that it is 100 degrees at sea 
level. 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VV0| |range_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VV0| |point_NN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |have_VH0| |which_DDQ| _) 
(|dobj| |have_VH0| |all_DB| _) 
(|clausal| |have_VH0| |show_VVN|) 
(|ncsubj| |show_VVN| |which_DDQ| _) 
(|clausal| |show_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |it_PPH1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |degree_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBN| |range_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBN| |place_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |do_VVN| |range_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |do_VVN| |place_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |range_NN1| |experiment_NN2|) 
(|detmod| _ |range_NN1| |A_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |do_VVN| |in_II|) 
(|ncmod| _ |place_NN2| |different_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |place_NN2| |do_VVN|) 
(|aux| _ |be_VBN| |have_VH0|) 
(|ncmod| _ |degree_NN2| |100_MC|) 
(|ncmod| _ |level_NN1| |sea_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |at_II| |degree_NN2| |level_NN1|) 
(|cmod| |which_DDQ| |water_NN1| |have_VH0|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|xmod| |to_TO| |be_VBN| |measure_VV0|) 
 
------ 
I was so furious my temperature certainly reached boiling point so I went 
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in search of water. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |I_PPIS1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |furious_JJ|) 
(|ncsubj| |go_VVD| |I_PPIS1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |go_VVD| |search_NN1|) 
(|dobj| |reach_VVN| |point_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |point_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |reach_VVN| |certainly_RR|) 
(|mod| _ |temperature_NN1| |reach_VVN|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |temperature_NN1| |my_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |search_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |go_VVD| |so_RR|) 
(|cmod| _ |temperature_NN1| |go_VVD|) 
(|cmod| _ |furious_JJ| |go_VVD|) 
(|mod| _ |furious_JJ| |so_RG|) 
 
------ 
Put the potatoes in a pan and measure in a pint of boiling water. 
(|dobj| |Put_VV0| |potato_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |Put_VV0| |pan_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |Put_VV0| |measure_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |potato_NN2| |the_AT|) 
(|conj| _ |pan_NN1| |measure_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |pan_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|detmod| _ |measure_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |water_NN1| |boiling_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |pint_NN1| |water_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |pint_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |Put_VV0| |pint_NN1|) 
 
------ 
The water was on the point of boiling so I measured the rice carefully. 
(|ncsubj| |measure_VVD| |I_PPIS1| _) 
(|dobj| |measure_VVD| |rice_NN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |water_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| |on_II| |be_VBDZ| |point_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |water_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |point_NN1| |boiling_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |point_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |I_PPIS1| |so_RR|) 
(|detmod| _ |rice_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |measure_VVD| |carefully_RR|) 
(|cmod| _ |be_VBDZ| |measure_VVD|) 
 
 
SET 13 
 
 P13 + A13.1 - A13.17  
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------ 
Who is the discoverer of America. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Who_PNQS| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |discoverer_NN1|) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |of_IO|) 
(|detmod| _ |discoverer_NN1| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
Columbus was the discoverer of America. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |Columbus_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |discoverer_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |discoverer_NN1| |America_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |discoverer_NN1| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
Columbus is the person who discovered America. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Columbus_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |person_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
(|cmod| |who_PNQS| |person_NN1| |discover_VVD|) 
(|detmod| _ |person_NN1| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
It is generally believed that Columbus discovered America. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |Columbus_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
(|mod| _ |believe_VVN| |generally_RR|) 
(|mod| _ |discover_VVD| |believe_VVN|) 
(|ccomp| _ |be_VBZ| |discover_VVD|) 
 
------ 
Columbus is the discoverer of America. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Columbus_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |discoverer_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |discoverer_NN1| |America_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |discoverer_NN1| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
It was Columbus who discovered America. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |It_PPH1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |Columbus_NP1|) 
 
------ 
America was discovered by Columbus in 1492. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVN| |America_NP1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |discover_VVN| |Columbus_NP1|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |discover_VVN| |1492_MC|) 
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(|aux| _ |discover_VVN| |be_VBDZ|) 
 
------ 
The Vikings discovered America in the early Middle Ages. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |Viking_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |discover_VVD| |Age_NN2|) 
(|detmod| _ |Viking_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |Age_NN2| |Middle_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |Age_NN2| |early_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |Age_NN2| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
They say that it was really Leif Erikson who discovered America. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |say_VV0| |They_PPHS2| _) 
(|clausal| |say_VV0| |be_VBDZ|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |it_PPH1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |be_VBDZ| |Leif_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |say_VV0| |Erikson_NP1|) 
 
------ 
Who it was who really discovered America is actually not known. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|clausal| |discover_VVD| |know_VVN|) 
(|ncsubj| |know_VVN| |America_NP1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |know_VVN| |not_XX|) 
(|mod| _ |know_VVN| |actually_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |know_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
(|mod| _ |discover_VVD| |really_RR|) 
(|ccomp| |who_PNQS| |be_VBDZ| |discover_VVD|) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |Who_PNQS| _) 
 
------ 
Noone knows who was actually the first European person to set foot on 
American soil. 
(|ncsubj| |know_VVZ| |Noone_NP1| _) 
(|clausal| |know_VVZ| |be_VBDZ|) 
(|ncsubj| |set_VV0| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |set_VV0| |foot_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |on_II| |set_VV0| |soil_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |person_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |person_NN1| |European_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |person_NN1| |first_MD|) 
(|detmod| _ |person_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |person_NN1| |actually_RR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |soil_NN1| |American_JJ|) 
(|xmod| |to_TO| |be_VBDZ| |set_VV0|) 
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------ 
All good Americans believe that Columbus discovered America in 1492. 
(|ncsubj| |believe_VV0| |American_NN2| _) 
(|ccomp| _ |believe_VV0| |discover_VVD|) 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |Columbus_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |discover_VVD| |1492_MC|) 
(|detmod| _ |American_NN2| |good_DD2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |American_NN2| |All_DB|) 
 
------ 
The discovery of America was in 1492. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |discovery_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| |in_II| |be_VBDZ| |1492_MC|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |discovery_NN1| |America_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |discovery_NN1| |The_AT|) 
 
------ 
America was discovered in the fifteenth century. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVN| |America_NP1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |discover_VVN| |century_NNT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |century_NNT1| |fifteenth_MD|) 
(|detmod| _ |century_NNT1| |the_AT|) 
(|aux| _ |discover_VVN| |be_VBDZ|) 
 
------ 
The discovery of America was made by Columbus. 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |discovery_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |make_VVN| |Columbus_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |discovery_NN1| |America_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |discovery_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBDZ|) 
 
------ 
There are people in America who have discovered perpetual motion. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |people_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVN| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVN| |motion_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |motion_NN1| |perpetual_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |discover_VVN| |have_VH0|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |discover_VVN| |America_NP1|) 
(|mod| _ |people_NN2| |discover_VVN|) 
 
------ 
Gold has been discovered in America. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVN| |Gold_NP1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |discover_VVN| |America_NP1|) 
(|aux| _ |discover_VVN| |be_VBN|) 
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(|aux| _ |discover_VVN| |have_VHZ|) 
 
------ 
The American discoverer of photography was Bloggs. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBDZ| |discoverer_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBDZ| |Bloggs_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |discoverer_NN1| |photography_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |discoverer_NN1| |American_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |discoverer_NN1| |The_AT 
 
SET 14:  QUESTION IS VARIATION ON SET 13 QUESTION 
  
P14 
 ------ 
Who discovered America. 
(|ncsubj| |discover_VVD| |Who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |discover_VVD| |America_NP1| _) 
  
A14.1-A14.17 the same as A13.1-A13.17  
 
 
 
 SET 15 
 
 P15 + A15.1 - A15.9 
 
------ 
What is an aardvark. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |What_DDQ| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |aardvark_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |aardvark_NN1| |an_AT1|) 
 
------ 
I do not know what an aardvark is. 
(|ncsubj| |know_VV0| |I_PPIS1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |aardvark_NN1| |an_AT1|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |aardvark_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |know_VV0| |not_XX|) 
(|aux| _ |know_VV0| |do_VD0|) 
 
------ 
An aardvark is some sort of African animal. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |aardvark_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |sort_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |aardvark_NN1| |An_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |animal_NN1| |African_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |sort_NN1| |animal_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |sort_NN1| |some_DD|) 
 
------ 
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Aardvarks are nocturnal insectivores. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |Aardvarks_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |insectivore_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |insectivore_NN2| |nocturnal_JJ|) 
 
------ 
An aardvark is a small disagreeable animal. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |aardvark_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |animal_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |aardvark_NN1| |An_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |animal_NN1| |disagreeable_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |animal_NN1| |small_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |animal_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
 
------ 
People eat aardvarks at Christmas. 
(|ncsubj| |eat_VV0| |People_NN| _) 
(|dobj| |eat_VV0| |aardvark_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |at_II| |eat_VV0| |Christmas_NNT1|) 
 
------ 
Aardvarks are strange animals. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |Aardvarks_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |animal_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |animal_NN2| |strange_JJ|) 
 
------ 
There are aardvarks in the woods that come out at night. 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |aardvark_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |come_VV0| |There_EX| _) 
(|iobj| |at_II| |come_VV0| |night_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |come_VV0| |out_RP|) 
(|ncsubj| |come_VV0| |wood_NN2| _) 
(|cmod| _ |wood_NN2| |come_VV0|) 
(|detmod| _ |wood_NN2| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |aardvark_NN2| |wood_NN2|) 
 
------ 
When you see an aardvark run a mile. 
(|ncsubj| |run_VV0| |aardvark_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |run_VV0| |mile_NN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |see_VV0| |you_PPY| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |see_VV0| |When_CS|) 
(|detmod| _ |aardvark_NN1| |an_AT1|) 
(|detmod| _ |mile_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|mod| |When_CS| |run_VV0| |see_VV0|) 
 
------ 
There are big aardvarks and little aardvarks all over the place. 
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(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |aardvark_NN2|) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |aardvark_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |aardvark_NN2| |big_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |aardvark_NN2| |little_JJ|) 
(|conj| _ |aardvark_NN2| |aardvark_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |be_VBR| |all_DB|) 
(|detmod| _ |place_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |over_II| |be_VBR| |place_NN1|) 
 
 
 
SET 16 : ANSWERS WITH CONJUNCTIONS 
 
  
P16 +A16.- A16.6  
 
(Postcards are made of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(We make birthday cards postcards and cardboard gift boxes.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |card_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |card_NN2| |birthday_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |box_NN2| |gift_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |box_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|conj| _ |postcard_NN2| |box_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |make_VV0| |box_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(We make greetings cards and postcards.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |We_PPIS2| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |card_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |postcard_NN2| _) 
(|conj| _ |card_NN2| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |card_NN2| |greeting_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |greeting_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Postcards and gift cards are usually made of fine cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Postcards_NP1| |obj|) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |card_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |card_NN2| |gift_NN1|) 
(|conj| _ |Postcards_NP1| |card_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |fine_JJ|) 
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(|mod| _ |make_VVN| |usually_RR|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Greetings cards and postcards are made of thick paper or thin cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |card_NN2| |obj|) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |paper_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|conj| _ |card_NN2| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |card_NN2| |Greetings_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Greetings_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |paper_NN1| |thick_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |cardboard_NN1| |thin_JJ|) 
(|conj| _ |paper_NN1| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
------ 
(Old postcards are made of cardboard but modern ones are made of plastic.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |ones_MC2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |plastic_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |postcard_NN2| |Old_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |ones_MC2| |modern_JJ|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|conj| _ |make_VVN| |make_VVN|) 
 
------ 
(Greetings cards are made of paper and postcards of cardboard.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |card_NN2| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |paper_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |of_II| |make_VVN| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |card_NN2| |Greetings_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |postcard_NN2| |cardboard_NN1|) 
(|conj| _ |paper_NN1| |postcard_NN2|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
 
 

BLIND TESTS 
 
BLIND TEST  1 
 
SET 20 
 
P20 + A20.1 - A20.33  
 
(Where honey is produced.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |honey_NN1| |obj|) 
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(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
(|mod| _ |produce_VVN| |Where_RRQ|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is produced in hives.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |produce_VVN| |hive_NN2|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Bees produce honey in hives.) 
Bees in their hives produce honey. 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |Bees_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |produce_VV0| |hive_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Bees in their hives produce honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |Bee_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| |poss| |hive_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |Bee_NN2| |hive_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is produced by bees in their hives.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |produce_VVN| |bee_NN2|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |produce_VVN| |hive_NN2|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |hive_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is produced by bees from nectar.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |by_II| |produce_VVN| |bee_NN2|) 
(|iobj| |from_II| |produce_VVN| |nectar_NN1|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Bees produce honey from nectar from flowers in their hives.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |Bees_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |from_II| |produce_VV0| |nectar_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |from_II| |produce_VV0| |flower_NN2|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |hive_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |produce_VV0| |hive_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Bees produce honey in their hives using the nectar they have gathered 
from flowers.) 
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(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |Bees_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |produce_VV0| |hive_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |gather_VVN| |they_PPHS2| _) 
(|iobj| |from_II| |gather_VVN| |flower_NN2|) 
(|aux| _ |gather_VVN| |have_VH0|) 
(|mod| _ |nectar_NN1| |gather_VVN|) 
(|detmod| _ |nectar_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncsubj| |use_VVG| |hive_NN2| _) 
(|mod| _ |hive_NN2| |use_VVG|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |hive_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
 
------ 
(Beehives are the factories that produce honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |Beehive_NN2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |factory_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |Beehive_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |factory_NN2| _) 
(|cmod| _ |factory_NN2| |produce_VV0|) 
(|detmod| _ |factory_NN2| |the_AT|) 
 
------ 
(Looking at beehives one finds they are amazing little factories full of 
bees making honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |find_VVZ| |one_PN1| _) 
(|clausal| |find_VVZ| |be_VBR|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |they_PPHS2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |factory_NN2|) 
(|iobj| |at_II| |Look_VVG| |beehive_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |factory_NN2| |little_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |factory_NN2| |amazing_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |honey_NN1| |make_VVG|) 
(|ncmod| _ |honey_NN1| |bee_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |full_JJ| |honey_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |be_VBR| |full_JJ|) 
(|mod| _ |find_VVZ| |Look_VVG|) 
 
------ 
(When one looks inside a beehive one finds it is an astonishing factory 
where the bees produce honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |find_VVZ| |one_PN1| _) 
(|clausal| |find_VVZ| |be_VBZ|) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |bee_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |it_PPH1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |factory_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |look_VVZ| |one_PN1| _) 
(|iobj| |inside_II| |look_VVZ| |beehive_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |beehive_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
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(|ncmod| _ |look_VVZ| |When_CS|) 
(|ncmod| _ |factory_NN1| |astonishing_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |factory_NN1| |an_AT1|) 
(|detmod| _ |bee_NN2| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |produce_VV0| |where_CS|) 
(|mod| |where_CS| |be_VBZ| |produce_VV0|) 
(|cmod| |When_CS| |find_VVZ| |look_VVZ|) 
 
------ 
(Bees produce honey making it from the nectar they have stored in their 
hives.) 
(|subj| |make_VVG| |produce_VV0| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VVG| |it_PPH1| _) 
(|iobj| |from_II| |make_VVG| |nectar_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |store_VVN| |they_PPHS2| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |store_VVN| |hive_NN2|) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |Bees_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| |poss| |hive_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|aux| _ |store_VVN| |have_VH0|) 
(|mod| _ |nectar_NN1| |store_VVN|) 
(|detmod| _ |nectar_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |produce_VV0| |make_VVG|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is produced wherever there are beehives.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|clausal| |produce_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |there_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |beehive_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |be_VBR| |wherever_CS|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Bees have their hives for producing honey in trees and walls as well as 
manmade wooden hives or basket skips.) 
(|ncsubj| |have_VH0| |Bee_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |have_VH0| |hive_NN2| _) 
(|detmod| |poss| |hive_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| _ |honey_NN1| |producing_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |for_IF| |have_VH0| |honey_NN1|) 
(|conj| _ |tree_NN2| |wall_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |have_VH0| |tree_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |have_VH0| |wall_NN2|) 
(|mod| _ |have_VH0| |as_RG|) 
(|mod| _ |have_VH0| |well_RR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |hive_NN2| |wooden_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |hive_NN2| |manmade_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |skip_NN2| |basket_NN1|) 
(|conj| _ |hive_NN2| |skip_NN2|) 
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(|ncmod| |as_CSA| |have_VH0| |hive_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |as_CSA| |have_VH0| |skip_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is produced in many countries round the world.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|clausal| |produce_VVN| |round_VV0|) 
(|ncsubj| |round_VV0| |country_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |round_VV0| |world_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |world_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |round_VV0| |many_DA2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |round_VV0| |in_II|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Mexico produces honey and so does Australia.) 
(|ncsubj| |do_VDZ| |so_PN1| _) 
(|dobj| |do_VDZ| |Australia_NP1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVZ| |Mexico_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VVZ| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|conj| _ |produce_VVZ| |do_VDZ|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is produced in Australia.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |produce_VVN| |Australia_NP1|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Bees make honey in Australia.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VV0| |Bees_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |make_VV0| |Australia_NP1|) 
 
------ 
(The honey made in Australia is very good and production is large.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |production_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |large_JJ|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |good_JJ|) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |make_VVN| |Australia_NP1|) 
(|mod| _ |honey_NN1| |make_VVN|) 
(|detmod| _ |honey_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |good_JJ| |very_RG|) 
(|conj| _ |be_VBZ| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Honey production in Mexico is a significant element in the rural 
economy.) 
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(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |production_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |element_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |production_NN1| |Honey_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |production_NN1| |Mexico_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |element_NN1| |significant_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |economy_NN1| |rural_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |economy_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |element_NN1| |economy_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |element_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
 
------ 
(The production of honey is an important activity in the Mexican 
countryside.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |production_NN1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |activity_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |production_NN1| |honey_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |production_NN1| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| _ |activity_NN1| |important_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |countryside_NN1| |Mexican_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |countryside_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |activity_NN1| |countryside_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |activity_NN1| |an_AT1|) 
 
------ 
(Village people throughout Mexico produce honey in large quantities.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |people_NN| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |produce_VV0| |quantity_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |people_NN| |Village_NNL1|) 
(|ncmod| |throughout_II| |people_NN| |Mexico_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |quantity_NN2| |large_JJ|) 
 
------ 
(Honey is sold in very pretty glass jars.) 
(|ncsubj| |sell_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |sell_VVN| |jar_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |jar_NN2| |glass_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |jar_NN2| |pretty_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |jar_NN2| |very_JB|) 
(|aux| _ |sell_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
------ 
(Tea with honey is sold in every tea shop in Grantchester.) 
(|ncsubj| |sell_VVN| |Tea_NN1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |sell_VVN| |shop_NN1|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |sell_VVN| |Grantchester_NP1|) 
(|ncmod| |with_IW| |Tea_NN1| |honey_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |shop_NN1| |tea_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |shop_NN1| |every_AT1|) 
(|aux| _ |sell_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
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------ 
(They produce tea with honey for every tourist in Cambridge.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |They_PPHS2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |tea_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| |with_IW| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |tourist_NN1| |every_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| |for_IF| |produce_VV0| |tourist_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |produce_VV0| |Cambridge_NP1|) 
 
------ 
(Many countries produce honey with different flavours according to their 
characteristic plant species.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |country_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |with_IW| |produce_VV0| |flavour_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |country_NN2| |Many_DA2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |species_NN1| |plant_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |species_NN1| |characteristic_JJ|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |species_NN1| |their_APP$|) 
(|ncsubj| |accord_VVG| |flavour_NN2| _) 
(|mod| _ |flavour_NN2| |accord_VVG|) 
(|ncmod| _ |flavour_NN2| |different_JJ|) 
 
------ 
(Mexico produces very fine strongly flavoured honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVZ| |Mexico_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VVZ| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|mod| _ |flavour_VVN| |strongly_RR|) 
(|mod| _ |honey_NN1| |flavour_VVN|) 
(|ncmod| _ |honey_NN1| |fine_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |honey_NN1| |very_JB|) 
 
------ 
(The bees in Ireland work very hard to produce honey because the flowers 
are far apart.) 
(|ncsubj| |work_VV0| |bee_NN2| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |work_VV0| |hard_JJ|) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |bee_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|clausal| |produce_VV0| |be_VBR|) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |flower_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |bee_NN2| |Ireland_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |bee_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|detmod| _ |flower_NN2| |the_AT|) 
(|mod| _ |be_VBR| |apart_RL|) 
(|ncmod| _ |be_VBR| |because_II|) 
(|xcomp| |to_TO| |hard_JJ| |produce_VV0|) 
(|mod| _ |hard_JJ| |very_RG|) 
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------ 
(Mary produced a jar of honey from her basket.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVD| |Mary_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VVD| |jar_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |from_II| |produce_VVD| |basket_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |jar_NN1| |honey_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |jar_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |basket_NN1| |her_APP$|) 
 
------ 
(Supermarkets sell produce including honey in very large containers.) 
(|ncsubj| |sell_VV0| |Supermarket_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |sell_VV0| |produce_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |including_II| |sell_VV0| |honey_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |container_NN2| |large_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |container_NN2| |very_JB|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |sell_VV0| |container_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Enthusiastic amateurs produce a lot of honey from a few hives in their 
gardens.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |amateur_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |lot_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |amateur_NN2| |Enthusiastic_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |of_IO| |lot_NN1| |honey_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |lot_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |produce_VV0| |from_II|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |garden_NN2| |their_APP$|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |hive_NN2| |garden_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |hive_NN2| |few_DA2|) 
 
------ 
(Hives are placed in orchards in the spring to help the bees gather nectar 
for their honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |help_VV0| |Hives_NP1| _) 
(|clausal| |help_VV0| |gather_VV0|) 
(|ncsubj| |gather_VV0| |bee_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |gather_VV0| |nectar_NN1| _) 
(|iobj| |for_IF| |gather_VV0| |honey_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |place_VVN| |Hives_NP1| |obj|) 
(|iobj| |in_II| |place_VVN| |orchard_NN2|) 
(|aux| _ |place_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|detmod| _ |spring_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |place_VVN| |spring_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |bee_NN2| |the_AT|) 
(|detmod| |poss| |honey_NN1| |their_APP$|) 
(|xmod| |to_TO| |place_VVN| |help_VV0|) 
 
------ 
(With just honey and biscuits you can produce a very genteel dessert.) 
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(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |you_PPY| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |dessert_NN1| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |honey_NN1| |just_JJ|) 
(|conj| _ |honey_NN1| |biscuit_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| _ |dessert_NN1| |genteel_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |dessert_NN1| |very_JB|) 
(|detmod| _ |dessert_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|aux| _ |produce_VV0| |can_VM|) 
(|ncmod| |With_IW| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |With_IW| |produce_VV0| |biscuit_NN2|) 
 
------ 
(Making puddings with honey with Susie in the kitchen is always a big 
production.) 
(|subj| |be_VBZ| |Make_VVG| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |production_NN1|) 
(|dobj| |Make_VVG| |pudding_NN2| _) 
(|iobj| |with_IW| |Make_VVG| |honey_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| |with_IW| |Make_VVG| |Susie_NP1|) 
(|detmod| _ |kitchen_NN1| |the_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |in_II| |Make_VVG| |kitchen_NN1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |production_NN1| |big_JJ|) 
(|detmod| _ |production_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|mod| _ |production_NN1| |always_RR|) 
 
 
SET 21: QUESTION IS FIRST VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
   
P21:  
------ 
(Who makes honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVZ| |Who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |make_VVZ| |honey_NN1| _) 
 
A21.1-A21.33 the same as A20.1-A20.32 
 
 
SET 22: QUESTION IS SECOND VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
P22  
------ 
(Which countries produce honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |country_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |country_NN2| |Which_DDQ|) 
 
 
A22.1-A22.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
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SET 23: QUESTION IS THIRD VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
P32 
------ 
(Mexico produces honey.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VVZ| |Mexico_NP1| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VVZ| |honey_NN1| _) 
 
A23.1-A23.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
SET 24: QUESTION IS FOURTH VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
 P24 
 ------ 
(Honey is made from what.) 
(|ncsubj| |make_VVN| |Honey_NN1| |obj|) 
(|obj2| |make_VVN| |what_DDQ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |make_VVN| |from_II|) 
(|aux| _ |make_VVN| |be_VBZ|) 
 
A24.1-A24.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
SET 25: QUESTION IS FIFTH VARIATION ON SET 20 QUESTION 
  
P25  
------ 
(People produce honey where.) 
(|ncsubj| |produce_VV0| |People_NN| _) 
(|dobj| |produce_VV0| |honey_NN1| _) 
 
A25.1-A25.33 the same as A20.1-A20.33 
 
 
 
 
 
BLIND TEST 2 
  
 
SET 30 
  
P30  + A30.1  - A30.5 
------   
(Who wins rowing races.) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VVZ| |Who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |win_VVZ| |race_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |race_NN2| |rowing_NN1|) 
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------ 
(Every nation wins a rowing race sometimes.) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VVZ| |nation_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |win_VVZ| |race_NN1| _) 
(|detmod| _ |nation_NN1| |Every_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| _ |race_NN1| |rowing_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |race_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|mod| _ |win_VVZ| |sometimes_RR|) 
 
------ 
(Rowing races are won by strong young men only.) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VVN| |race_NN2| |obj|) 
(|ncmod| _ |race_NN2| |Rowing_NP1|) 
(|aux| _ |win_VVN| |be_VBR|) 
(|ncmod| _ |man_NN2| |young_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |man_NN2| |strong_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| |by_II| |win_VVN| |man_NN2|) 
(|mod| _ |win_VVN| |only_RR|) 
 
------ 
(There are races for running and rowing that anyone can win.) 
(|ncsubj| |row_VVG| |There_EX| _) 
(|clausal| |row_VVG| |win_VV0|) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VV0| |anyone_PN1| _) 
(|ncsubj| |runn_VVG| |There_EX| _) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |race_NN2|) 
(|aux| _ |win_VV0| |can_VM|) 
(|conj| _ |runn_VVG| |row_VVG|) 
(|mod| |for_IF| |be_VBR| |runn_VVG|) 
(|mod| |for_IF| |be_VBR| |row_VVG|) 
 
------ 
(Rowing is a sport with races many famous amateurs have won.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Rowing_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |sport_NN1|) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VVN| |amateur_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |amateur_NN2| |famous_JJ|) 
(|ncmod| _ |amateur_NN2| |many_DA2|) 
(|aux| _ |win_VVN| |have_VH0|) 
(|ncmod| |with_IW| |win_VVN| |race_NN2|) 
(|mod| _ |sport_NN1| |win_VVN|) 
(|detmod| _ |sport_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
 
------ 
(Professionals and amateurs regularly win horse races.) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VV0| |Professional_NN2| _) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VV0| |amateur_NN2| _) 
(|dobj| |win_VV0| |race_NN2| _) 
(|conj| _ |Professional_NN2| |amateur_NN2|) 
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(|ncmod| _ |race_NN2| |horse_NN1|) 
(|mod| _ |win_VV0| |regularly_RR|) 
 
 
SET 31: QUESTION IS FIRST VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
   
P21   
------ 
(There are rowing races.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBR| |There_EX| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBR| |race_NN2|) 
(|mod| _ |race_NN2| |row_VVG|) 
 
A31.1-A31.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5 
 
 
SET 32: QUESTION IS SECOND VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
   
P32   
------ 
(Rowing is a sport with races for amateurs.) 
(|ncsubj| |be_VBZ| |Rowing_NP1| _) 
(|xcomp| _ |be_VBZ| |sport_NN1|) 
(|detmod| _ |sport_NN1| |a_AT1|) 
(|ncmod| |with_IW| |be_VBZ| |race_NN2|) 
(|ncmod| |for_IF| |be_VBZ| |amateur_NN2|) 
 
A32.1-A32.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5. 
 
 
SET 33: QUESTION IS THIRD VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
   
P33:   
------ 
(The people who win races row as amateurs.) 
(|ncsubj| |row_VV0| |people_NN2| _) 
(|ncsubj| |win_VV0| |who_PNQS| _) 
(|dobj| |win_VV0| |race_NN2| _) 
(|cmod| |who_PNQS| |people_NN2| |win_VV0|) 
(|detmod| _ |people_NN2| |The_AT|) 
(|ncmod| |as_II| |row_VV0| |amateur_NN2|) 
 
A33.1-A33.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5. 
 
 
SET 34: QUESTION IS FOURTH VARIATION ON SET 30 QUESTION 
 
P34   
------ 
(How many people rowing regularly win races.) 
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(|ncsubj| |win_VV0| |rowing_NN1| _) 
(|dobj| |win_VV0| |race_NN2| _) 
(|ncmod| _ |people_NN2| |many_DA2|) 
(|mod| _ |win_VV0| |regularly_RR|) 
(|ncmod| |How_RGQ| |win_VV0| |people_NN2|) 
 
A34.1-A34.5 the same as A30.1-A30.5. 
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Grammatical Relation Annotation  
Ted Briscoe, John Carroll March 2000  

Carroll, Minnen & Briscoe (1998) argue that the currently-dominant constituency-based 
paradigm for parser evaluation has serious shortcomings1. Instead they propose an annotation 
scheme in which each sentence in the corpus is marked up with a set of grammatical relations 
(GRs), specifying the syntactic dependency which holds between each head and its 
dependent(s). We have extended this scheme with new relations as outlined in this document, 
although the basic architecture remains the same.  

The relations are organised hierarchically: see Figure 1. The most generic relation between a 
head and a dependent is dependent. Where the relationship between the two is known more 
precisely, relations further down the hierarchy can be used, for example mod(ifier) or 
arg(ument). Relations mod, arg_mod, aux, clausal, and their descendants have slots filled by 
a type, a head, and its dependent; arg_mod has an additional fourth slot initial_gr. 
Descendants of subj, and also dobj have the three slots head, dependent, and initial_gr. 
Relation conj has a type slot and one or more head slots. The x and c prefixes to relation 
names differentiate clausal control alternatives.  

    
Figure: The grammatical relation hierarchy. 

 
 

One potential advantage of this scheme is that it is possible to deal more `intelligently' with 
annotator error or differences and/or parser differences. For example, if an adverbial PP has 
been incorrectly annotated as an argument, or a particular parser treats all non-obligatory PPs 
as adverbial modifiers, at the most generic `dependent' level the correct relation will still be 
specified; i.e. for Marisa flew to Rome, we have dependent(to, fly, Rome) regardless of 
whether the relation is annotated as iobj or ncmod (see below).  

With morphosyntactic processes modifying head-dependent links (e.g. passive, dative shift), 
two kinds of GRs can be expressed: (1) the initial GR, i.e. before the GR-changing process 
occurs; and (2) the final GR, i.e. after the GR-changing process occurs. For example, Paul in 
Paul was employed by Microsoft is both the initial object and the final subject of employ.  

Each relation in the scheme is described individually below.  
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dependent(introducer, head, dependent)  
This is the most generic relation between a head and a dependent (i.e. it does not specify 
whether the dependent is an argument or a modifier). For example:  

dependent(in, live, Rome) Marisa lives in Rome 
dependent(that, say, leave) I said that he left 

 

mod(type, head, dependent)  
The relation between a head and its modifier; where appropriate, type indicates the lexical 
item introducing the dependent; e.g.  

mod(_, flag, red) a red flag 
mod(_, walk, slowly) walk slowly 
mod(with, walk, John) walk with John 
mod(while, walk, talk) walk while talking 
mod(_, Picasso, painter) Picasso the painter 

 
The mod GR is also used to encode the relationship between an event noun (including 
deverbal nouns) and its participants; e.g.  

mod(of, gift, book) the gift of a book 
mod(by, gift, Peter) the gift ... by Peter 
mod(of, examination, patient) the examination of the patient 
mod(poss, examination, doctor) the doctor's examination 

 
In a similar vein, cmod is used with (deverbal) noun sentential complements (always 
optional), though adjectival sentential complements are annotated ccomp like verbal ones.  

cmod, xmod, ncmod  
Clausal and non-clausal modifiers are distinguished by the use of the GRs cmod/xmod, and 
ncmod respectively, each with slots the same as mod. The GR ncmod is for non clausal 
modifiers; cmod is for adjuncts controlled from within, and xmod for adjuncts controlled from 
without, e.g.  

xmod(without, eat, ask) he ate the cake without asking 
cmod(because, eat, be) he ate the cake because he was hungry 
ncmod(_, flag, red) a red flag 

 
(Note that nominal complements are treated as modifiers and are also specialized into the 
three types.)  

In practice, ncmod is the most common relation type and is used to encode PP, 
adjectival/adverbial modification, nominal modifiers, and so on. ncmod is also used to 
indicate a particle `modifier' in a verb particle combination, e.g. Bill looked the word up is 
encoded as ncmod(prt, look, up); of in consist of is treated as a particle. ncmod is also used to 
mark possessives, as in John's idea with encoding ncmod(poss, idea, John), and for preposed 
adjuncts, as in where he went encoded as ncmod(pre, go, where). The auxiliary sequence have 
to meaning `must' is annotated ncmod(prt, have, to); have is otherwise treated as a standard 
auxiliary.  
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detmod  
The relation between a noun and determiner. type is usually empty, but is `poss' for 
pronominal determiners.  

detmod(_, system, a) a system 
detmod(poss, advocacy, his) his advocacy 

 
There is a case for the inclusion of a `predetmod' relation, for example for all in all the men; 
at the moment these are annotated as detmod or ncmod on the head noun.  

arg_mod(type, head, dependent, initial_gr)  
The relation between a head and a semantic argument which is syntactically realised as a 
modifier; thus in English a `by-phrase' in a passive construction can be analysed as a 
`thematically bound adjunct'. The type slot indicates the word introducing the dependent: e.g.  

arg_mod(by, kill, Brutus, subj) killed by Brutus 

 
This relation is also used for VP/clausal subjects in passive constructions. In all cases, the 
initial_gr is just specified as `subj' and not further distinguished.  

arg(head, dependent)  
The most generic relation between a head and an argument.  

subj_or_dobj(head, dependent)  
A specialization of the relation arg which can instantiate either subjects or direct objects. It is 
useful for those cases where no reliable bias is available for disambiguation. For example, 
both Gianni and Mario can be subject or object in the Italian sentence  

Mario, non l'ha ancora visto, Gianni   
`Mario has not seen Gianni yet'/`Gianni has not seen Mario yet'   

 
In this case, a parser could avoid trying to resolve the ambiguity by using subj_or_dobj, e.g.  

subj_or_dobj(vedere, Mario)   
subj_or_dobj(vedere, Gianni)   

 
An alternative approach to this problem would have been to allow disjunctions of relations. 
We did not pursue this since the number of cases where this might be appropriate appears to 
be very limited.  

subj(head, dependent, initial_gr)  
The relation between between a predicate and its subject; where appropriate, the initial_gr 
indicates the syntactic link between the predicate and subject before any GR-changing 
process:  

subj(arrive, John, _) John arrived in Paris 
subj(employ, Microsoft, _) Microsoft employed 10 C programmers 
subj(employ, Paul, obj) Paul was employed by IBM 

 
With pro-drop languages such as Italian, when the subject is not overtly realised the 
annotation is, for example, as follows:  
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subj(arrivare, Pro, _) arrivai in ritardo `(I) arrived late' 

 
in which the dependent is specified by the abstract filler `Pro', indicating that person and 
number of the subject can be recovered from the inflection of the head verb form.  

The initial GR slot is also used to indicate subject-auxiliary inversion when the verb is an 
auxiliary; e.g. where is the writer? is annotated ncsubj(be, writer, inv). The slot is also used to 
indicate a mod(ifier) link in locative inversion: here sits the king with encoding ncsubj(sit, 
here, mod).  

csubj, xsubj, ncsubj  
The GRs csubj and xsubj indicate clausal subjects, controlled from within, or without, 
respectively. ncsubj is a non-clausal subject. E.g.  

csubj(leave, mean, _) that Nellie left without saying good-bye meant she was angry 
xsubj(win, require, _) to win the America's Cup requires heaps of cash 

 

comp(head, dependent)  
The most generic relation between a head and a complement.  
obj(head, dependent, initial_gr)  
The most generic relation between a head and an object. The initial_gr slot is used to indicate 
the underlying `subj' relation in locative inversion; e.g. here sits the king is annotated dobj(sit, 
king, subj).  
dobj(head, dependent, initial_gr)  
The relation between a predicate and its direct object--the first non-clausal complement 
following the predicate which is not introduced by a preposition (for English and German); 
initial_gr is `iobj' after dative shift; e.g.  

dobj(read, book, _) read books 
dobj(mail, Mary, iobj) mail Mary the contract 

 

iobj(type, head, dependent)  
The relation between a predicate and a non-clausal complement introduced by a preposition; 
type indicates the preposition introducing the dependent; e.g.  

iobj(in, arrive, Spain) arrive in Spain 
iobj(into, put, box) put the tools into the box 
iobj(to, give, poor) give to the poor 

 

obj2(head, dependent)  
The relation between a predicate and the second non-clausal complement in ditransitive 
constructions; e.g.  

obj2(give, present) give Mary a present 
obj2(mail, contract) mail Paul the contract 

 

clausal(head, dependent)  
The most generic relation between a head and a clausal complement.  
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xcomp(type, head, dependent)  
The relation between a predicate and a clausal complement which has no overt subject (for 
example a VP or predicative XP). The type slot indicates the complementiser/preposition, if 
any, introducing the XP. E.g.  

xcomp(to, intend, leave) Paul intends to leave IBM 
xcomp(_, be, easy) Swimming is easy 
xcomp(in, be, Paris) Mary is in Paris 
xcomp(_, be, manager) Paul is the manager 

 
Control of VPs and predicative XPs is expressed in terms of GRs. For example, the 
unexpressed subject of the clausal complement of a subject-control predicate is specified by 
saying that the subject of the main and subordinate verbs is the same:  

    
subj(intend, Paul, _)  
xcomp(to, intend, leave)  
subj(leave, Paul, _)  
dobj(leave, IBM, _) 

Paul intends to leave IBM 

 

ccomp(type, head, dependent)  
The relation between a predicate and a clausal complement which does have an overt subject; 
type is the same as for xcomp above. E.g.  

ccomp(that, say, accept) Paul said that he will accept Microsoft's offer 
ccomp(that, say, leave) I said that he left 

 
This GR is also used for wh-comps like whether, and--more questionably--for wh-adjuncts 
like where, as in I wonder where he went, encoded as ccomp(where, wonder, go).  

aux(type, head, dependent)  
The relation between an auxiliary verb and a main or other auxiliary verb. type is empty, or 
`inv' in the case of subject-auxiliary inversion. The main verb or righthand auxiliary is treated 
as `head' because we want to encode most links with verb groups in terms of the semantically 
informative main verb element:  

aux(_, tend, have) have tended towards... 
aux(inv, be, can) can he be clever 

 

conj(type, head+)  
Although coordination relations are distributed in arg/mod GRs, conj is also used to annotate 
the type of conjunction and the heads of the conjuncts, as in:  

conj(and, priest, soldier, member) the priests, the soldiers and the other members of the 
  group 
conj(or, smile, laugh) John smiled or Susan laughed 
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A few more specific remarks on the English / SUSANNE-based test corpus follow:  

In the test corpus, dependent links which go beyond the strictly morphosyntactic `evidence' 
are marked up--for example, control relations, subjects in VP coordination, and other 
`elliptical' links--where the correct analysis is manifest from the sentence alone. `Arbitrary' 
control is not annotated since in most cases context would or could specify a non-arbitrary 
controller.  

Pronoun coreference links are not annotated. Relative pronouns (wh) are treated as arguments 
but not resolved to their head antecedents, though the modification link between the head and 
pronoun is given as cmod.  

Reduced relative clauses are annotated with a ncsubj link between the modified head and the 
relative clause gap (initial_gr `obj') and an xmod link between the head and the rel-vb. 
Relative clauses introduced by `that' complementisers are annotated cmod(that, head-noun, 
rel-vb).  

Dummy it or there are not treated specially, so in There is a problem, There is annotated as 
`subj' of be.  

The single most challenging construction to annotate sensibly using this scheme is the 
comparative, e.g. more friends than outright enemies: we treat more as a ncmod on its head 
and than as a ncmod on the same head, but ellipsis, lack of heads, and so on make many 
comparatives quite challenging, and there are quite a few in the test corpus.  

In general, where an analysis in the file of test sentences seems questionable or inadequate it 
has been commented thus: ;;; comment ??. There are also similar comments describing 
micro-level analysis choices on first occurrence.  

We would welcome feedback in the form of further such comments, or amended or improved 
analyses, including extensions to the basic scheme. We are happy to try to maintain a single 
consistent but improving test file on the web site.  

 
 
Figure 2 gives a more extended example of the use of the GR scheme, using the variant (lisp-
like) syntax used in the actual file.  

    
Figure: Example sentence and GRs ( SUSANNE rel3, lines G22:1460k-

G22:1480m). 
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Footnotes 
...comings1  

Note that the issue we are concerned with here is parser evaluation, and we are not 
making any more general claims about the utility of constituency-based treebanks for 
other important tasks they are used for, such as statistical parser training or in 
quantitative linguistics.  
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